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PROFITABLE

Cross-breeding Doesn't Pay.
(C. D. S mead, V. S In Trll'uoi· Farmer.)
While it is true that the crossing of
breeds iu some instances has produced
some individual animals high in merit,
it can just as truthfully be said the practice always has been and always will be,
when considered as a whole, disastrous.
Percheron mares can be bred to Clyde
or Shire or Belgian stallions and some
grand individual foals will be the result,
or vice versa; but when these foals are
kept as breeding animals it is safe to say
live out of every six of them are quite
inferior to either of the parents. The
Poland-Chiua can with a degree of certainty be crossed with the Berkshire,
and litters that are tine produced, but it
is rare, indeed, that the second litters
from these crossbreds are ever equal to
the parents on either side. The Ayrshire and Jersey cross well together;
also the Jersey and the Guernsey, and
some grand cows at the pail have been
thus produced. But, like the crossing
of swine or horses, we rarely find when
these crossbreds are bred to crossbreds
that a calf is produced that is equal to
either the sire or the dam.
The few breeds I have named are
those between which a similarity exists.
Xone of them is extremely different in
I
its nature or general conformation.
have so chosen them to show more fully
that even where breeds are quite alike
there is nothing gained in crossing
them. I now desire to speak of crossing
breeds that are dissimilar in conformation and disposition, as the Ilolstein
with the Jersey, Ayrshire or Guernsey.
All of theso are dairy breeds; not any of
thein of a beef tendency.
Wherever in this country we find the
blo.nl of Holland prevailing quite largely
we will tind the black and white cattle
mainly; where we find Scotch blood prevailing we find Ayrshire cattle and doddies and the Clyde horse. In a country
where the blood of Old England prevails
we tind the Shorthorn aud Hereford cattle. If the locality is a beef country
largely, the Dutchman will have a desire
to cross his beef cows with a Ilolstein
bull, to get a little more milk, and if the
people are English and the locality is a
dairy section the farmer is desirous of
seeing if a Shorthorn bull will not produce a better calf if crossed on his Jersey, Guernsey, Ayshireor Ilolstein cows.
Thus it is when we travel through the
dairy districts of the United States we
rarely find any uniformity iu the dairy
herds taken as a whole. The scrubs, I
In
am sorry to say, are in a majority.
proof o( what I am saying I have only to
inthe
to
call the attention of the reader
quiries that I have answered in the
Tribune Farmer for the last few years.
How frequently do we see one like this:
"My Dear Dr. Smcad—I am in trouble.
I bave a splendid cow, five, six or seven
years old. She is a half Jersey and a
half Shorthorn. I bred her, or bought
her when she was two years of age, and
she was a fine milker. I have taken the
best of care of ber and fed her as you
and others have advised in the Tribune
Farmer; but she now fails to get in calf.
Or, while she is the picture of health
and is really fat enough for beef, she
produces now only four, five or six
quarts of milk, while last year and other
years she produced from twelve to six
Can you tell
teen quarts at a milking.
me, doctor, how to get her in calf, or
why she does not produce uiore milk?"
Now, this is a sample of mauy inquiries
that come to me to answer, the larger
percentage being, you will note, from
those who own cross bred cows, especially where a milking breed has been crossed with a beef breed.
It is true that from so abrupt a cross
as between a Shorthorn bull and a Jersey euw. or a Jersey bull aud a Shorthorn cow, a heifer will many times result which will wheu she first comes in
im k be one of great promise, and may
continue to be until she has given b.rth
Then the
to from three to four calves.
heifer, having her full growth, will begin to take on tlesh, and her milk producing function, which she inherited
from the milk producing parent, will begin to grow less and less in spite of any
liue of feeding that can be advised.
Thus it is that cows bred in this way
wheu they should be at their best as
milk producers are simply worthless as
milch cows. In the west, where beef
productiou is a larger industry than
dairying, it may be advisable to cross a
high grade Jersey cow with a Shorthorn
or Hereford or "Poll Angus bull, and the
to get some
owner may be enabled
heifers which will pay fairly well for
two or three years in the dairy and then
But this
can be sold to the butcher.
plan in a general way is not a profitable
oue.
Cow beef doesn't pay well enough
to breed for beef in that way, and it
costs too much to run a dairy with heifAbetter way. where it ie desired
ers.
to run a dairy in connection with beef
cattle, is the one practiced a few years
ago by A. W. Trow of Minnesota. He
kept a high grade Jersey herd of cows.
His best ones he used a pure bred Jersey bull upon to raise heifers to replenish his dairy with, and the others in his
milkiug herd he used a beef bred bull
upon and then fattened every calf to sell
as yearling beef.
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The major was smoking and sighing
when young Hurlburt suddenly appeared. He was not shot down in bis
tracks. He was not even taken by the
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give a few reasons why a flock
of turkeys is a fine thing to have about
the farm, especially when the range is
I will

such that one's'neighbors are not annoyed by them. In the first place, it costs
lees to raise turkeys than chickens, aud
the turkeys weigh more at selling time
and bring more a pound. When dressing turkeys I find the crop never contains near as much grain as that of
chickens. If the farmer who thinks turkeys eat more than hogs will study their
habits a little he will change his mind.
Their food in summer and early fall is
mostly insects and graeses, and they eat
much fodder and other forage during
the winter. After they are a few weeks
old they require little feeding or care
until time to fit them for market. They
are active foragers, and are valuable on
account of the insects they destroy.
They become so absorbed hunting
grasshoppers these days that they forget
to come home to sleep sometimes, even
when the owner is in the habit of giving
them an evening feed of grain to keep
them coming home to roost. When
they fail to come home of an evening we
go after them, for it won't do to let
them get the habit of roosting away
from home.
Sometimes they come up in early fall
showing a looseness of bowels. Certain
foods and running in a damp, swampy
location will cause this trouble. Green
If you must feed
corn is another cause.
to turkeys, go
slow in the
new corn
start until they become accustomed fo it.
In the fall of the year is the time to
Be sure your breedstart with turkeys.
It is
ers are healthy and not related.
best to get the male from one looality
and the hens from another, as the turkeys in one neighborhood are so often
related. Λ medium sized male ie the
best every time, and the hens we like to
bave are of good, medium size, over one
year old, if possible.
Tbe greatest obstacle that now stands
from turkeys in
in the way of profit
many localities is the insidious disease
blackhead. It is to be hoped that
science will yet find a way to stop its
So far no treatment seems to
ravages.
have much effect. If any of the affected
Hock get through till heavy frost comes
in the fall tbey have a chance of escaping,
For then the disease begins to abate.—
Fannie M. Ward, Falmouth, Ind., in
IYibune Farmer.
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Major George Graham. retired army
officer, had beeu a widower for ten
years. Ills daughter Nellie was nine
teen years old.
The major realized

that

he

was

"The last time I saw her was here
nt your house."
"And you tell me—you mean that she
and you did not elope !"
Major Graham, do you
"Elope!
think I would coax your daughter into
such a thing?"
"But she Is gone. Whom did she go
with?" Where is she?"
"I cannot tell you. I was off camp-

ing."

Hurlburt, I refused you my
daughter's hand, but at the same time
"Mr.

————

^

he

young
but he seemed to be In a dream about
her age. In his thoughts she had not

passed the rag doll stage yet.
Major Graham was enjoying his
I'lgar on the veranda one evening and
listening to Nellie's chatter in an ab

strated way when that young woman
made a sudden dive into the house and
a young man came up the path and
The major
took the vacated chair.
squinted at b!m and thought he recognized him as young flurlburt.
A young man's name may l>e much
or little to the father of the girl he is
In this ease it meant
In love with.
little until an explanation had been
entered Into. Then if meant a whole
lot.
Young Mr. Hurlhurt loved Miss
Nellie; Miss Nellie loved him. Il·· was
of good family and had some prospects: he knew she was an only t-blld
and realized how hard ll would be for
the father to give her up. but he w< aid
love, protect and cherish her always.
The major was so slux krd that in his
excitement he threw away a ck'arthnt
had been only half consumed, a thing
he bad not done In battle with the
guns roaring around him.
Just what the man of war said to the
young man of peace need not be recorded here. The gist of it was that
his daughter was still a child, young
Hurlburt was only a "kid" and that
he should put his foot down against
Yes. sir. it must be
any nonsense.
stopjKHl. Yes. sir. he would tell his
daughter so. Yes. sir. and—and—and
so forth.
And the young man took his
departure a humau wreck, and Miss
Nellie, who. of course, had heard all
from an open window, sought out her
good aunt and burled her face in the
lap of that Individual and moaned out:
"Oh. Aunt Mary. I shall die—1 know
I shall die! Father won't let Will and
me get married!"
Aunt Mary was not a matchmaker,
but she had rather favored the young
man. She gave what comfort and symjHtthy she could, and after seeing the
weeping "child" tucked into bed she
sought the father in an attempt to

tired of my room and moved up Into
the attic for a change. It's just lovely
up there, only the mice made me afraid
nights. You didn't think your Nellie
would run away just because you were
:i little cross, did you?"
"See here. I don't understand this a
bit," said the major as he recovered

his senses.
And then came the last shock. His
sister « aine forward and said:
"Why. brother. It's' easy enough to
understand.
They are In love with
each other and want your consent to
their marriage."
The major wouldn't have been the
major if he had given them his blessing then and there, but the records
show that he did within the next
month, and that was good enough.

Tragic Tale of the Comte de la Pole.
The Comte de la Pole
Was a funny old soul
like a knife
And a very fat wife.
To add to his woee,
On the end of that nose
Wae a wart or a mole
Like a small lump of coal.
And It darkened hla life.
With

a nose

So foolish La Pole
Took a very big bowl.
And In eplte of hla wife
With a very aharp knife
And a muttered "Here goea

ΓΛ

KEN VON SANDS.
Associated Literary
J': s*. J
Jimmy Ilrlu· swung I lu· big road cm
Info tin* winding drive. look the aliari
curve by tin· bouse on two wheels and

By
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brought up .-it 'be slops with an ad
ruptness that all but sent him headlong through lb·· wind shield.

lue

major

was

winning

bvujc

une

any way.
several benefits derived from
pasturing hogs in an orchard. First,
there is the gain to the hogs in consuming green food difficult to be harvested
The droppings
on account of the trees.
of the hogs are a rich fertilizer for the
The
orchard soil.
greatest benefit
comes probably from the destruction of
the eggs aud larva* of noxious insects in
the full cleaning up of infested fruit by
animals. Hogs will eat fallen fruit of
all kinds iu an orchard better than any
other farm animal, thus doing good that
can not be accomplished in any other
are

way.

The best time, then, to pasture an
orchard with hogs is in summer after
the forage crops have become good feed
aixl the infested fruit has begun to fall.

womau's tongue. She retired from
the contest to say to the tearful maiden
in waiting:
"If your father doesn't get over this
and talk sense I'll—I'll"—
"You'll do something, Aunty?"
"I don't kuow what I'll do, but you
Here you are. ulneteeu years
wait.
old. and he's talking as If you were
not out of bibs aud high chairs."
There was hope that if Aunt Mary
went arouud with a serious look on
her face and had little to say aud that
if the daughter went about with tears

a

■

iu her eyes aud heaved heartbreaking
sighs at Intervals the major might
come dowu off his high horse, but
after three days of it he seeuied more
determined than ever. Finally, at the
end of a week, the sister said:
"George, if that girl elopes to get
married you will have only yourself
blame."
"So children have taken to eloping,
eh!" he replied in cuttlug tones.
That night there was a meeting of
conspirators in Miss Nellie's room.
There were only two couspirators. but
to

The major was
they were euough.
asleep aud dreaming of battle as they
plauued. There were no more tears,
Next morning a little
no more sighs.

sent to young Ilurlburt.
That night he dlsapi>eared off the face
of the earth.
That night also good Auut Mary
was engaged for two hours carrying
bundles and other things up into the
attic, and when morning dawned again
another sudden shock was ready for
He
.Major George Graham, retired.
was eating his breakfast When his sister entered the dining room to auhounce that Nellie's bed had not been
occupied during the uight. The exclamation made by the major when a
note

was

nliet killed his horse was repeated
this occasion, and a minute later

:«·

was

upstairs.

•Ί predicted it!" observed the sister
as she followed at his heels.
"Lo«k for a note." he replied.
"I have looked. The poor child left
She felt herself driven from
none.
home by a cruel father, and how could

Bhe write?"
Young Uuriburt bad just become the
junior member of a law Arm in the
towu. Major Graham walked Into the
office aud deuiauded iiformatiou of his
He was told that the
whereabouts.
He
youug man had gone camping.
weut to the depot; he went to the police: he telegraphed here and there.
Then he weut home to wait for uewe
aud to ea.v grimly to his sister that,
while he would do everything posslble to bring hjs "Infant" back, he
would never, u^ver forgive her. She
had dishonored the name and must

take the consequeuces.
It
Q'he day passed and no news.
The
was the same with auother day.
major was sorry that he had bluffed
The sister took care to
as he had.
keep telling him what a cruel fattfer
he was and how much Nellie must
liave suffered before taking the step
die had. aud by eveuiug of the second
Jay the old war hero was calling himself names.
The scene was the veranda

again.

Thornton.

across the state line
Nortbvlllo. of coûrse," the colonel
"You can get 'em If you
declared.
hurry. Let out that car, Jimmy. Don't
let 'em make It ahead of you."
Jimmy opened up the car, and down
the drive they went at a reckless4>ace.
swung into the road and went whirling toward Northvllle, leaving In their
wake a cloud of dust that rose even
above the treetops.
Once they reached a straight stretch
of road Brice leaned toward the girl
beside bim.
"We'll overtake 'em If they baveu't
too much of a start," be declared
"How long hnve they been gone?"
"Half an hour," she answered.
"Then we've got 'em." said he encouragingly. "Of course we've got to
head this thing off."
"Of course." she agreed, but somehow Jimmy was Impressed with the
Idea that she was not overentbusiastic
about It.
"I almost wish we could let 'em go,"
"She's desperately In love
Bald he.
with him. aud Nixon Isn't a half bad

"They've gone

to

him Into a frightful rage."
They reached a fork la the road. Oue
branch led to Northville, the other to

sent

Standlsb.

swung the car Into the left
hand branch of tin* road and gave ii

Jimmy

full speed again.

tv

to—tu-well, to a young man.
In vain Aunt Mary tried to exculpate
herself. No one had ever talked back
to Major Graham, U. S. Α., and got
He
the best of it, and she failed.
could utter twenty words to her five,
and the wlds were too great, even for

That's why 1 sent for you. I'd
go with you myself If riding in the
wind didn't bring on my asthma so
I'd go with you and make It hot foi
him. I swear I would. As It Is you'll
have to take Nell. She'll know what
IIo. Nell. Nell!" he called sun
to do.
donly through the open front door
"Here's Jimmy lu the racer.
Ilurry
up! You baveu't a minute to lose!"
Light footsteps pattered on the
stairs. On to the veranda came Nell

"That's impossible." said she. "She's
nothing but a child. I almost think if
she had beeii firm with papa he would
have cousentod. but to try to take the
matter in lier own hands this way has

talk t'o just thou, and she got all that
She had been rewas coming to her.
miss. she had been careless, she had
neglected her duties as h chaperon, she
had almost brought a calamity upon
the house of Graham. With her eyes
wide open she had allowed a mere
infaut—yes. ma'am, an infant—to fall
iu love aud eugage herself in marriage

For the end of niy nose,"
He chopped off the mole,
Which of course left a hole
For the rest of hie life.'
And this made La Pole
Look InefTaUly droll,
So he filled It with lard,
But It wouldn't get hard.
"Well." «aid he, "I suppose
I shall have to wear bows.
But 1 wish, on my soul.
That I'd not cut that mole
From the end of my nose."

GO UP AHEAD.
Then See That You 8tay There—You

Can if You Work Hard.
Thirty years ago In u poor schoolhouse in a back district a boy at the

foot of the class unexpectedly spelled
a word that bad passed down the entire class.
"Go up ahead," said the master, "and
You can If
see that you stay there.
you work hard."
The boy hung his head. But the next
day he did not miss a word in spelling.
The brighter scholars knew every word
in the lessou, hoping there might be

ahead,

but tbero waa
Dave stayed at the
not a single one.
He had been an lndltyrent
head
speller before, but now he knew every
word.
"Dave, bow do you get your lesson
so well now?" said the master.
"I learn every word In the lesson
and get my mother to bear me at
uight, then I go over them In the morn-

a

chance to get

come to school, and I go
over them nt my seat before the class
Is called up."
"Good boy, Dave!" said the master.
"That's the way to have success; always work that way and you'll do."
Dave is today the manager of a big
lumber company, and he attributes his

ing before I

start to the words:
"Go up ahead and see that you stay
there. You can if you work hard."—
Genesee Courier.

DO HEARTS BREAK?
Human Nature the 8ame De>pHe Mod·
ern

Improvements.

Broken hearts, so the British Jouruni of Nursing tells us, are quite out
The disease has become
of fashion.
obsolete, and fwo reasons are assigned
for this. In the first place, we are told
that women do not fall in love as once
they did. Mere children are not encouraged to think on love and matrimony, aud then wdmen, having come
to riper years and sounder Judgment
before they decide to marry, do not
let themselves fall Into that state
which was supposed to produce cardiac

rupture.
One ventures

to express the opinion
that the statement is not altogether
accurute.
Human nature does not alter from
to another.
one genera tlou
People
"fell in love" a thousand years ago; a
thousand years hence they will be do
lng the same. But they wore theli
rue with a difference; so will thosi
who are to succeed us. The fact li
we do not now wear our hearts on oni
sleeves, aud we have learned that 11

lovers prove untrue or unworthy then
are better and more dignified ways ol
lamenting them than souring our tern
pers. wasting away and allowing oui
friends and relations to treat us at
derelicts.
Timee to

Laugh.

A.-Is the old man always so glam
this? B.-By no means. He laughs
twice a year, spring and fall, when
tin» new women's hats come In.—Filerende Blatter.
■λ*

school."

good enough

"If you will be

before

"What are you going to do when
you catch them?" he asked.
"I shall be very firm, and you muet
back me up."
"All right." he agreed cheerfully.
"Of course I will; but, bouestly, Nell. I
hate like fury to butt in."
"You're not going to desert me at
the critical moment, are you?" she

questioned anxiously.
I'm

"Sure

not!

Watch

me."

ht-

laughed.

denly.

"Hurry—oh. hurry!"

The road car seemed fairly to lift
Itself from the ground. They sped up
to the car ahead, hut its occupants
were a middle aged couple who looked
up in mild reproof as they tore past.
Jlmuiy Brire laughed. "Foiled again!"
he mocked. "I believe they're going
to make it after all."
"They mustn't—they mustn't." said
the girl.

"Can't

we

go any faster?"
"This Is her

Jimmy shook his head.
best speed." he declared.

Now they had reached the outskirts
of Northville. With honking horn and
undiminished speed they tore along the
elm lined streets.
"They've got here ahead of us, all
right," said Jimmy. "Our only hope is
to Interrupt the ceremony before It's
too late. Where'll they go? Have you

any Idea?"
"The parsonage of the brick church,"
the girl explained. 'That Is where all
such couples bead for, 1 believe."
They turned a corner. Just ahead
was a little church, nestling beneath
giant elms, and beside the church was
a snug little parsonage.
The car came to a stop. Jimmy and
the girl both leaped out and ran up the
path to belabor the polished brass
knocker on the front door. An elderly
woman In cap and apron answered
their strident summons and smiled

upon them knowingly.
"Step right into the parlor, If you
please." she Invited.
"Has a couple been here recentlylittle girl, blond, and man, tall and
dark?" Jimmy asked pantlngly.
"Yes: they're In the study now," said
the woman.

gently, and the

they drew up to the steps. "They
didn't go to Nortbville. They took the
5:20 train for the city and were marIlnd the Impudence to
ried there.
send me a telegram, Nixon did, askas

My forgiveness,

ing my forgiveness.

mind you—confound his Impertinence!
So you've had your trip for nothing!"
"Have we?" said Jimmy, helping
the blushhig Nell from the car. "Oh.
I'm not so sure of that, colonel. Step
into the library with me. If you will.
I've something important to tell you.
Matrimony seems to have struck this

family today

epidemic."

In a veritable

A Colored Woman'· 8tory of a Trad·
and Its Result·.
A. colored woman was being examined at a conference at Tuskegee. "Do
the people In your community own
homes?" came the query from Mr.
Booker Washington.
"1 thlnk's they's fixing to own 'em,
sah."
"But do they own them?"
"A heap of times you can't Jest tell,
sah. But they's holding 'em down."
"Do you own your home?"
"And 1
"Yes, sah, I do," proudly.
I
can tell you Jest how I got IL
swapped a puppy dog for It."
"Tell us about it."
When I
"Well, It was this way.
started I didn't have anything at all

but Jest a little yaller puppy dog.
"I took the dog over to my brotherHe bad eight little bits of
in-law's.
pigs, oh, jest so little, and I swapped
the puppy with him for one of the
pigs. It was eech a little pig that It
didn't look like It would live, but I
nursed It good, and I prayed to the
Lord to make that little pig come for'ard to do me good, and the pig lived
and grew.
"The first year I turned her out, and
when she came back In the fall she
brought me seven little pigs with her.
That was my start. I've never had to
buy any meat since. This winter I've
killed Ihree hogs, and I've got another
at home now ready to kill. I've got
forty acres <,f land now, all paid for,
and a house, and It all come from that

little puppy."
"Do you hear that," exclaimed Mr.
Rome of
Washington, "you men?
you'd better go back home and swap
Philadelphia
your dogs for pigs!"
one

—

Ledger.

THE GREAT PYRAMID.
It Illustrates the Wonderful Ability ot
the Ancient Egyptians.

The cost of tlie labor and material
necessary to duplicate the great pyramid of (iizeh at the present time would
amount to considerably more than
$00,000,000. according to a paper read
before the Society of Engineers In
New York city by E. S. Wheeler, says
the American Architect. The cost of
the material alone Is estimated al $4S.·
000.000.
This structure, one of the wonders of
the world. Is founded on solid rock at
a depth of about 120 feet below the
surface level and rises to a height of
Its base covers an area of
454 feet.
acres.

Mr. Wheeler's scheme for the repro
duction of this pyramid contemplates
first the setting of a base of coucrete.
This would represent about 2.000.000
cubic yards of material and would
cost at'least $10,000,000. The estimate
for the superstructure is aboul $:·Η.·
000,000, and It would contain 3.31H.O00
cubic yards of backing stone and 140,·
000 cubic yards of facing stone. Mr
Wheeler's estimate of labor Is 24,000.·

000 days.
These figures are cited to show tue
great engineering skill of the Egyptians and the fact that no task in construction appeared to be too large for
a
people whose extant monuments
ehowed their patience and ability to
overcome obstacles that would daunt
the modern engineer.

even

A Puzzle to Solve.
The puzzle Is to trace over the dotted lines without going over any part
of a line twice until the whole diagram
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has been covered, the pen to be taken
off the paper only once between startlug and finishing.
Clear Waste.

'He has a quick temper, you know,'was the excuse given by a friend for
a boy's rude act.
"Is he quick at his lessons?" was.the

explanation question.
"No." was the reply.
Jimmy pushed past her, and, With the
"Is he quick at sports?" the quesgirl following after, he strode Into a
tioner went on.
room, where a pleasant faced clergyAgain the answer was "No."
man was reading the marriage service
"Is he quick In obedience?"
sonorously. Jimmy took a step for"No."
ward. stopped, chuckled and turned to
"Well,'.' said the questioner, with a
Nell, benid* him. The couple was not
twinkle In his eye. "If he has so little
the one th'if sought.
Theu ev?n as they stood there In quickness he'd better use It where It
It's cleat
embarrassed silence they heard the will do him some good.
couple pronounced husband and wife. wante to put It on ble temper."
"Aud now. my young friends," said
The Town of Bushlre.
the clergyman tentatively, advancing
Hesldents of η miserable seaport on
in their direction.
the Persian gulf called their town Bu
"Have you married any other couple
shire (Boosheer). It has narrow, dirty
today?" Nell gasped.
111 paved streets. The city Is visited
The clergyman shook his bead.
earthquakes and simooms and stint*
by
libaveu't
Without

"Of

a

course

word

you

of

your

censes," he said to Jimmy. "Fortunately the clerk of this town lives next
door, and If you will kindly give me
the necessary Information I'll see
about them for

you."

Jimmy began to chuckle. He was
about to explain to the clergyman bis

mistake when suddeuly he squared bis
shoulders, looked quickly at Nell and
then faced bis Interlocutor resolutely.
And almost before the girl was aware
of what was happening Jimmy bad

the requested Information and
the clergyman bad tripped out to secure the licenses next door.
"Jimmy!" she gasped as the door
closed behind the retreating parson.

given

Its children of wholesome air and frest
It appears, however, to have
water.
enjoyed high repute among the ancient
Elamltes, who have left burled aboul
under molderlug heaps bricks with
I'uneiform Inscriptions. In summer th*
citizens of Uushlre live iu a heat thai
is almost unbearable

Strictly Business.

Theorist You believe In giving cred
to whom credit is due, don't you'
Practical Mau-Y-yes. but I make ev
erybody else pay cash.—Chicago Trlb

it

une.

There are no small
fairs.—De Bets.

The Part They Played In the Life
of Peggy and Dick.
By TEMPLE BAILEY.

[Copyright, 1909,

by

Associated Literary

Press. J

Tbe Merriits' wedding presents had

been very plain and practical. They
had few rich friends, and their relatives had confined themselves to furniture and useful articles for tbe small
flat.
Peggy's girl companions had

given her centerpieces and lingerie,
und Dick's office colleagues bad clubbed
together and bad presented a cut glass
punch bowl.

But Aunt Judith gave silver spoons,
heavy, solid and richly chased.
"I think it was lovely of her," said

tbe little wife as she set her owu table
"A little good silver

for the first time.

Dicky, boy?"

"They've
"Sure." said Dick easily.
to appreciate me at the office soon.
I won't let them griud me down this

got

way always."
But a raise in salary was slow in
coming. Dick's worth was evidently
not as apparent to bis employers as to
himself, and gradually tbe furniture
and carpets began to grow shabby, ami
the silver spoons were still tbe only
sign of elegance iu tbe Merritts' home.
Peggy polished them every day.
"You see," she told Aunt Judith, who
came from her little home towu to
visit them, "we don't seem really poor
when we can sip our tea from shining

silver."
"It is you who brighten things up,"
said Aunt Judith, "you with your
cheerful face."
"Oh"—suddenly Peggy's voice broke

und her eyes filled—"oh, Aunt Judith,
smile
you don't know how hard it is to
sometimes."
"Why, child"—there wus consternation in the old lady's tone—"aren't you
happy ?"
Things
"It's on accouut of Dick.
aren't going right with him at tbe office. They don't seem to get on with
him or he doesn't with them, and he
gets blue, and it isn't eusy for me to

cheer him up."
"I see," said shrewd Aunt Judith,
and that night she asked tbe young
busbaud, "IIow are things at the office V"
"Rotten." was the Illuminating re-

ply.

raise

"They promised

-u

done it."

year

ago.

to

but

give

me

a

they haven't

"Why not?" asked Aunt Judith.
"They don't appreciate me," Diok
flung out.
"Perhaps," Aunt Judith began and
then stopped. "1 am not going to help
him out," was her meotul comment.

"He bas Lis own lesson lu leuru.
But Aunt Judith did not realize that
while Dick was learning his lesson
Peggy must suffer.
"He thinks too ujuch of himself,"
was her further thought as the days
went on. "I'll let him work hard until
some of the conceit is taken out of

him."
And with that she packed her bag
and went back to her little home town.
Dick was not made of stem stuff,
and as the days went by the clouds on
his face grew darker and darker, and
at last he came home early one afternoon and threw himself heavily Into
the chair.
"Well, I'm out of a Job," he said as
Peggy crossed the room to welcome
him.
"Dick!" Hor voice came tremulously.
"They said they didn't want me any
And
more; that I wasu't auy good.
It's the truth.

Peggy."

I

am

not any good.

She knelt down beside him. "You
to
are the dearest thing in the world
her arms
me. Richard." she said, and
went around his neck.
For a moment he let them stay there:
then be Hung them off. "You'll begin
a
to see how worthless I am after
time," he said. "I'm no good. Peggy.
A man who can't keep his Job and support his wife might as well be dead."
Then as he saw the sick horror in
her face he gathered her into his
"I didn't mean Just that." he
arms.
murmured, "but I don't know what
has got Into me.
right any more."

I can't see things

After that Dick's days were s|>ent in
search of work and Peggy's In sewing
she
an little white garments which
made from her own wedding lingerie.
She had not written to Aunt Judith of
the bad state of affairs, and there was

no one else, /or Peggy was an orphan,
and so was Dick.
The meals became so scant in sub"It's
•tance that at last Dick said:
hardly worth while to serve boiled potatoes with silver spoons, is it, Peggy?
You'd better let me pawn them and

;

;

!
;
J

AUNT JUDITH'S
SPOOKS,

is such a help. Some day we will buy
forks and knives to match, won't we,

THE USEFUL PIG.

The soft May dusk was coming on.
They shot past houses in which the
lights were already beginning to twin- almost fifteen

kle.
"Seems to me we ought to be getting a squint at them pretty soon."
said he.
"There's a car ahead." she cried sud-

to stand

here," said the clergyman

me

Stars were winking drowsily in a
cloudless sky when they once more
turned into the winding drive and
found the colonel still pacing the· veranda.
"What do you think?" he bellowed

stand?

chap."

soften his heart.

and we've missed Mabel and Nixon
a bully cleranyway, and this is such
of the old
gymau—a real gentleman

he came back.
A Race After the Runr.vvays That when
"Come!" said Jimmy
Was Not a Failure.
girl arose.

growing old. but when It canie to the
I believed you an honorable young
On the wide veran.la Colonel Thorn
daughter he continued to regard her
man."
was pacing agitatedly to and fro.
ton
Even when she got into
as a child.
"I believe I am. sir."
his lips set tight and his keen old eyes
long dresses be would not have beeu
nothdo
would
"And your daughter
flashing fire.
a bit surprised to find her walking the
ing to dishonor herself or her dear old
"It's come at last, Just ns I expectfence with a balancing |>ole or seated daddy!" said Miss Nellie as she sudraved ns the car came to Its
She had denly appeared and sank down at her ed." he
on the limb of a cherry tree.
"Mabei has gone
spectacular stop.
knee.
had
returned:
father's
she
at
school;
beeu^way
Nixon—
that
he
with
upstart
Itnrk
gasped.
young
again!"
"You—you
he knew that she went to parties, and
"Why. I've not been away. I got gone—gone—eloped! Do you undermen about the lutise.
saw

These will induce the animals to forage
widely and not tramp the ground too
solid in any one place, and it will be the
means of thoroughly cleansing the soil
of insect pests that would injure the
fruit or trees. Some growers have gone
so far as to say that if hogs are kept in
the orchard each summer while fruit is
falling,' uo spraying will be necessary.
This is likely not true in all cases, but
the hogs will destroy enough of the
worms to materially rednce their numbers and the annual damage.
Hogs rooting in the orchard will do no
damage, more than digging up the sur*
face crop of small plants, but tbey will
do much in fiuding and eating grubs
and insects in the soil, some of which
In the absence of
are orchard enemies.
artificial cultivation the entire rooting
over of the orchard soil will be a benefit
in the way of surface cultivation. In
no case should too many hogs be pasturBreeders
Organize.
Jersey
ed in a given orchard area, five or six to
A large and enthusiastic meeting of the acre being enough.—Journal of
Jersey breeders living in Oxford and Agriculture.
Cumberland Counties was held at Grange
The Truth of the Apple Crop.
Hall, South Waterford, Thursday, Sept.
As if 'twere not enough for the apple
2d, to consider the advisability of organizing a co-operative breeders' associa- buyers and dealers all over the country
Mr. C. S. Hamlin of South Water- to exaggerate the size of the crop,
tion.
ford presided. Dairy Instructor Mer- Maine handlers of apples must butt in
rill was called upon to outline the work A Portland member of a fruit handling
of the co-operative breeders' association concern is now reported In the news
Maine
as praoticed in Maine, following wbich it
press as saying: "The State of
the Provinces will produce just
was voted by those present to proceed to and
the organization, and an association was twice as many apples this year as last,
formed under the name of Oxford and in fact this is the cise throughout the
Cumberland County Jersey Breeders' whole country. I do not say that the
Association, with Mr. H. W. Evaus of crop is large, neither is it up to the
North Bridgton, president; Mr. C. S. average but there will be at least twice
H.tmlin of South Waterford, secretary as many apples as last year." I* it any
The following vice- wonder that the markets for perishable
treasurer.
and
demoralpresidents were elected: C. W. Farring- products are kept constantly unreliable
ton, Fryeburg Ceuter; Fred S. Hamlin, ized when such absolutely
North Bridgton; A. L. Sanderson, South drivel as the foregoing Is circulated?
The most reliable reports from hundreds
Waterford; William Young, Norway.
At the afternoon session Prof. P. A. of responsible expert judges of orchard
by this
Campbell of the University of Maine de- products have been received authorilivered a very interesting lecture on journal and other agricultural
which a ties uniformly placing the Maine crop as
Stock Breeding, following
demonstration in stock judging was no larger at the greatest than last year's
crop. In the face of all this the city
given.
from
This association starts out with a jobber shoutk. of a bumper crop
membership of sixteen leading Jersey Maine! Away with such bosh.—Maine
breeders of this section of the state. Farmer.
They are enthusiastic in the work, and
as the
Jersey is popular in Western Meeting of Breeders' Association,
Maine it seems that great progress can
A meeting of the Oxford County Hoi·
be made during the coming few years. stein Breeders' Association was held at
The next meeting will be held some the farm of Benjamin Tucker on Sept.
time during the month of January.
1st, lvK)9. The forenoon was devoted tc
business and a discussion of the besl
AssoOxford County Dairy Testing
metLods for starting a pure bred herd,
ciation.
The discuuiion was opened by L. E. Mc
A meeting of the Oxford County Intire, followed by many of the members
After a picnic dinner, eaten in the
Dairying Testing Association was held
at the home of C. E. Richardson at Can- barn, Gen. C. W. Woods was introduc
ton on Sept 2d.
Owing to the field day ed. He spoke on the Holstein-Friesiai
of the Grange held at East Sumner the cattle, their origin, history and future
attendance was small, but nevertheless State Dairy Instructor Merrill was called
on for an outline of the work of the de
th> meeting was very interesting.
President Bonney called the meeting partment. Prof. P. A. Campbell of th<
to order and Secretary Adams read the University of Maine gave .an interesting
th« >
minutes of the last meeting. A general report of the work of the animals of
discussion of the work of the association the different breeds in the University
herd.
followed until the dinner hour.
In spite of the fact that the day wai
Dinner was served in the house.
of
Russell
In the afternoon Dr. F. L.
very rainy, there was a very satisfactory
the University of Maine gave a very en- attendance.
joyable lecture on the "Udder of the
Did you ever watch a hen jast aftei
Cow." He took up the diseases affecthad put some nice clean straw it >
those
and
alone
.affecting
you
udder
the
ing
nest boxes? Hear her talk about i ;
the udder and the whole system of the the
when she climbs in to lay her egg. Shi
cow. He offered many simple and effectI
the difference and is
ive remedies for the various troubles knows
oat
*u
»na
straw
the
when
than
dirty
which are continually coming up in the
lice in it.—Farm Journal.
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Orchard Hog Pasture.
As a rule it is not wise to make the
jrchard a pasture for any kind of animals, but under certain limitations, tbe
plan is good for certain kinds of stock.
Horses, cattle and mules will soon eat to
pieces and otherwise injure and destroy
All of the larger animals
in orchard.
ire bad at eating the foliage and tender
branches and at rubbing the trees and
bending them out of shape. If the orchard is pastured regularly with cattle
*nd horses, it will take nearly all of
;>ne's time to plant new trees for the
iinimals to eat.
The orchard can, however, be profitably pastured with hogs under certain
conditions. First of all, tbe orchard
should never be made a hog feed lot or
be used as a pasture in such a way that
the bogs will unduly tramp the ground
in one place. When the animals are
turned in the orchard the ground should
be covered with good grass, clover, cowpeas, or some other good forage crop,
so that they will be induced to forage
widely. There should be enough attractive feed on the ground so that the
unimals will be entirely satisfied with
'he forage and not be inclined to congregate in one place or to rnb the trees. If
there is plenty of green food on the
ground, bogs will very seldom bother
There

Conspiracy That Resulted In
Complete Success.

A

"Major. I understand you were inhe
quiring for me the other day,"
quietly remarked.
Where is my
"Yes. sir; yes. sir.
daughter, sir?"

fHE FORCE OF
EXAMPLE.

For gooduess' sake"—
Jimmy Brl<e took her hand In bin
"Nell. dear. I've waited so long,
own.

"Jimmy!

•

step· in great af

pay the rent."
"Oh. no!" Peggy's hand was over her
heart. "Oh, no!"
"Well, the first thing you know we'll
be set out In the street."
Then Into Peggy's face had come
something that Dick had never seen
before—a white look of contempt.
"If I were a man." she said slowly.
"I would break stones on the road

rather than not be able to support my

wife."

For a moment Dick stared at her;
then he flung himself out of the room.
After he had gone Peggy cried hopelessly. But at last she wiped her eyes,
gathered up the sliver spoons, and she,
too, went out.
When she came back she had tho
money for the rent and tho materials
for α good dinner, for the spoons were
heavy and had brought a good price.
She cooked the dinner and waited for
Dick. But he did not come. The food
grew cold, and she sat down at the
window, watching. Then the evening
grew Into night, and still she watched.
When Dick came in she was asleep
Her face whs white as
on the couch.
he bent over lier, and there were tears
He knelt beside Iter.
on her cheeks.
"Oh. Peggy!" he murmured.
She sat up and stared at him drearily. "I thought—I didn't know where

you were." she whis|*ered.
"1 know." He dared not tell her of
that day—of how he had gone to the
river and had stood on the bridge and
had wondered why life should not end;
of how. in the wiudow of the secondhand shop on his way back, lie had
seen the silver spoons, their wedding
spoons, heavy and solid and chased.
The vision had come to him of Peggy
lu her white gown and veil-of her
face as he had kissed her at the altar—
and all at once the manhood had
waked In him, and he had gone back
to his old employer uud hud asked

for work, humbly acknowledging his
faults, telling of his wife, and thoy had
taken him back.
"I know Mow why 1 failed," lie said
as he finished telling her what he
"I wouldn't give the best iu
could.
But now I'm going to work hard
me.

for you—and-the kid, Peggy."
A week later, when Aunt Judith came
swooping down on them and found
out the real state of affairs, Peggy
confessed about the spoons. "I bated
to sell them," she said, "but I Just had
to. Aunt Judith."
And that very afternoon Aunt Ju-

dith hunted up the secondhand shop
and bought them back, and when Dick
came home they were shining on the
table.
"And now." said Aunt Judith as she
sipped her tea and watched Dick eat
the beefsteak and omelet which she
had purchased aud had cooked with
her own expert hands—"and now I
I want
want to make a proposition.
to Hillsdale
you to con»· back with tue
and take care of the store for me and

live in my l>ig house. I'eggy can run
at home, and you can run the
business. Richard, and I'll go and
travel, as I have wanted to do for
come back
year.·', knowing that when I
everything will lie Ι order."
As she I .earned on them I >ick rose

things

and put his arm almut I'eggy.
"It's awfully good of you. Aunt Judith." he said huskily, "and we will
lie glad t<· go to Hillsdale, and. please
God. I'll make a success of myself—
and we will keep the silver s|<oone for
the kid. and we will try to make our
lives as bright and shining as they are
-won't we. I'eggy. dear?"

The Harber's Story.
The liarber drew the keen razor
over his customer's face and began:
"A friend of mine told me the best
Hsli story I ever heard in my life while
he was getting sh.tved the other day.
Want to hear It? All right. You see,
it concerns a physician who had a
friend who was daffy over fish, and he

used to try all kinds of queer experiments with them. One time the friend
told the physician that If you took a
fish and kept it out of water every
day. increasing the time each day,
you'd soon have the fish so that It
wouldn't have to be In the water at all.
Well, the Idea sounded reasonable to
he went and bought
Ile put It in an aquarium. and every day he took It out of
the water and put U on the floor. The
first day he only allowed It to »tay out
for thirty seconds, but every day he
Increased the time until finally the
shad didn't need any water at all to
the

a

physician,

so

large shad.

live In.

"Well, one rainy night the physlelau
sitting In his study teaching the
shad to smoke a cigar when the telephone bell rang, and after answering
It the physician prepared to go out ou
He ordered his carriage,
a hurry call.
and wheu It appeared at the door he
went out. the shad following him. It
was raining hard, and a perfect torrent of water was flowing dowu the
gutters. The shad attempted to get in
the carriage, but slipped and fell Into
the gutter aud was drowued. Oh, I'm
was

sorry I cut you, sir. But you couldu't
help smiling then, could you?"—Phila-

delphia Press.

An Anecdote of Verdi.
The first iwnductlon of Verdi'e opera
"Othello" took place at Milan, and all
the prominent musical critics of Europe foregathered in the Cathedral
City in honor of the occasion. Anions
fiiem was a Parisian journalist of wide
reputation and admitted authority in
the musical world. His first care on
his arrival in Milan was to seek out
Verdi and ask to be allowed to be
present at one of the final rehearsals.
'Hie composer received him with extreme politeness, but replied that he
could not possibly grant his request,
as he had decided that the rehearsals
wore to be absolutely private, and he

could not make an exception In the
favor of any one journalist, however

distinguished.

The l'a ris critic, far from pleased at
this answer, protested that In these
circumstances his account of the opera
might not Ih> all he should like it to
be. "You see," he explained to the
composer, who affected not quite to
understand, "I shall have to telegraph
my article the same evening. It will
necessarily be hastily written, and the
Impression in Paris the next day may

suffer In consequence."
But Verdi was more than equal to
the occasion. "My dear sir." he made
answer. "I do not write for 'the next
"
The critic bowed himself out.
day.'
Mediaeval Architecture.
On the lower floor of the Brooklyn
museum may now be seen a series of
photographs that cannot fail to be of
iuterest to every one to whom the
ideas and practices of mediaeval archia genuine appeal.
They illustrate the doctrine held by

tects and artists make

the curator of fine arts of the museum
that the builders of mediaeval times
frequently introduced irregularities or
deviations from mechanical exactness
in their churches and cathedrals by
intention and that where irregularities
are found which may have been acci-

dental the accident was not necessarily
due to ignorance or carelessness on
the part of the builder, but to the general Indifference to symmetry felt by
architects in the middle ages and to

their willingness to see in divergence
from straight lines an element of beauty.—New York Times.
An Expensive Possession.
Λ certain gentleman in Durham owns
a row of houses, and In one of them
lives a married son of his who Is noted
for his miserly habits.
This has got to such a pitch that for
several years Ills father has been unable to Ret a single penny of the rent

due to him.
As he did not want to take harsh
measures he at last went to his sou
and said:
"Look here. Tom; It's plainly no use
trying to get any rent out of you for
that house of mine, so I've decided to
give It to you."
"No, thank you," Interposed the son.
"I dou't want It."
"Why not, pray?" exclaimed the astonished parent.
"Because then," replied the unabashed son, "I'd have to pay the rates
and taxes, and goodness knows they

are

heavy enough In Durham."—Man-

chester Guardian.

About to Make a Change.
"What Is he going to do now?"
breathlessly asked the agitated young
wo/nan. with her eyes on the daring
aeronaut who was clinging to bis parachute.
"He Is about to sever his connection
with the balloon." replied her escort,
"to accept a position a little lower

down."—Exchange.
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Job ΡΐΒΤΒβ —New type, fast presses, electric
(tower, experienced workmen and low price·
t-omblDe to make this department of our boa!
a ess complete auU popular.
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Single Copie· of the Democrat are four oenu
each. They will be mailed on receipt of y rice by
the publishers or for the convenience of iiatron·
jingle copie· of each lasue have been place·! on
sale at the following places In the County :
Shunleff's Drug Store.
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Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Foetmaater.
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Offloe.
Samuel T. White.

South Harts,
Norway,
Kuckfleld.

Part· Hill,
West Paris.

Coming Events.
Sept. 14.15, ie Oxford County Fair.
Sept. 21, 22, 23.—Androscoggin Valley Pair, Can
—

ton

Sept. 2», 29, 3t».—West Oxford Pair, Fryeburg
Nov
I", 11 —Meeting of Maine State Porno-1
logical Socletv, Norway.
Exhibition of Western Maine PoulJan. 4, 4, β
try Association, South Parts.
—

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

New Fall Good·.
The Cost of Classe*.
Ε. Ν. Swett Shoe Co.
Local Loans.
Art Squares and Bugs.
What Is Hyomel?
Brtdgton Academy.
Crav's Business College.
Will be SoM at Auction.
Statement of Parts Trust Company.
Petition to Define Highway Limits.
Horse for Sale.
Fall Clothes.
Lost

The

Loyal

Legion's

Appréciation.

At the last meeting of the Military
Order of the Loyal Legion of the t'nited
States, Commandery of the State of
Maine, the special committee made a
full report of the exercised and expenses
of the celebration of the memorial to
Senator Hannibal Hamlin, and recommended the raining of five hundred dollars to defray the expenses. Following
the report, Junior Department Commander, Frederick Kobie, moved the acceptance of the report, and the raising
and payment of the amount named, and
followed with suitable remarks for the
passage of the following resolves; which
he offered, which were unanimously]
adopted by the members of the Com-

mandery.

rim Baptist Church, Rev. G. w. r. HUI,paator.
Preaching every Sunday M 10:4fl A. M.
Sunday School at li. Sabbath evening service
at 7 3e.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7 30.
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
All
the let Sunday of the month at 2 30 p. u.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Universalis Church, Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker, Paetor. Preaching every Sunday at
10:45 a. M. Sunday School at U :45.

recent meeting of the Maine
Commandery of the Loyal Legion a very
hearty vote of thanks was passed to its
committees and also to the people of
Paris for their efforts in making the
Hamlin Centennial m success, as all declared it to be. The resolution was preThe
sented by Ex-Governor Robie.
commandery also voted to publish the
proceedings in a handsome pamphlet.
This will include all the addressee, the
poem and introductory matter concerning the preparation for the celebration
and will contain some illustrations. If
the Parie friends wish to secure copies
they must order in advance as a definite
number will be printed.
Mrs. Clayton K. Brooks and children
went Thursday for a visit to relatives in
Dixfield, after which they will return to
their home in Cambridge, Mass.
H. K. Knickerbocker and George Lunt
made a walking tour of the White
Mountains last week.
Charles L. Case, Esq and Miss Adelaide Case sailed Thursday for Europe.
Mrs. Hiram R. Hubbard gave a very
delightful "At Home" at the Hubbard
House from four to six o'clock Friday
afternoon. The spacious rooms of the
famous old hotel were beautifully decorated with asters and cheerful open fires
blazed brightly on the hearths. Several
tables of "Five Hundred" were played
by the ladies and at live o'clock, as a
snrprise to the feminine guests, several
of the men appeared and partook with
them of a most appetizing and dainty
lunch. Admiral Lyon called upon Rev.
C. A. Knickerbocker for remarks, which
were given in a roost pleasing and characteristic manner.
Hon. and Mrs. E. L. Carrie and E. L.
Parris, Jr., have arrived here from New
York and opened their summer bom'».
Rev. G. W. F. Hill of the Baptist
church and Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker of
the Universalis church exchanged pul-

ofDickvalel

Mr·. Almeda Richardson
ias for a week or two been visiting her I
>arents, Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Churchill. I
Mrs. Joseph Roderick and two chilIren of Portland are visiting her sister, I
lire. C. A. Bacon, for the week.
W. F. Dunham of Lynn is in town for
ι ι few days.

Bryant's

Pond.

The bigh school opened Monday with
in attendance of twenty-two.
Herschel Wilson of Lancaster, Ν. H.,
s visiting his cousin, Mrs. Alice Cole.
,j
John A. Titus has sold his farm on I
I he Locke's Mills road to William Whitι nan of North Paris.
Henry Brown of Milton is attending
ι he high school.

I

Mr.
Sweet corn is very late here.
! Stover, foreman of the shop here, has
arranged to start up Tuesday, Sept. 14th.
Arthur F. Cushman has returned home
He has
rom the Bay of Naples Inn.
there
>een playing in the orchestra
hroujjh the season. Mr. Cushman will
return to Boston next week and resume I
lis musical studies.
Homer Crooker and Russell Adams
will enter Yarmouth Academy this fall,
md Sybil Adams will attend school at
!
Boothbav.
Rev. H. S. Whitman, paetor of the
Stevens
Universalis; church at 346
Avenue, Portland, and Mrs. Whitman,
are making their annual visit here.
The spool mill will shut down one
ilav fair week.
Wilfred Bowker and wife of Maiden
pits on Sunday.
Miss Marion Hallett of Boeton is the arrived Saturday at James L. Bowker'e.
The school committee has bad an adguest of her auut, Mrs Ε. H. Jackson.
Prof. E. A. Daniel* closed his summer ditional room finished in the upper part
home here Tuesday and returned with of the school building for the use of the I
assistant teacher.
his family to New York.
Every resident of Paris Hill will be
Qreenwood.
glad to learn that Judge William P. PotAnd now one more glance at the Hamter of the Pennsylvania Supreme Comt
has purchased from Mrs. Thayer the lin centennial celebration at Paris Hill
all remember how
place recently known as "Elmhurst An- on August27,1909 We
nex" and will remodel it for a summer the wind blew during the exercises, so
and family that Ex-Governor Long was obliged to
residence. Judge Potter
he
have spent several summers here, and it hold his bat on with one hand while
is
is not too much to say that no guests held his manuscript in the other, so it
who ever visited the place have created thought best to pass over that incident
a more favorable
impression or made without saying anything about it.
It is certainly a matter of
Among the several known persons met
more friends.
was Congressman
congratulation that they have decided to with on that occasion
John P. Swasey of Canton, with whom
become permanent snmmer residents.
we have been acquainted from boyhood,
PARTBinCK DISTRICT.
and was surprised that the managing
of
Miss Altha Mason is at work for the officers did not engage him for one
Mason Manufacturing Co. of South the speakers, since his remarks would
have been interesting and to the point.
Paris.
Having been interested in the mineral
Mr. Bradley C. Mason and wife Gertit
rude, and son Lymon, from Allston, kingdom for more than fifty years,
cut
Mass., came to visit his brother, William naturally follows that Mr. Merrill's
of green and red tourMason, but were called home the next gems, consisting
etc., would be highly
day by telegram on account of the death malines, beryls,
interesting to look at, and they were,
of Mrs. Mason's brother.
Mrs. Frank Young and daughters, and all taken from Mount Mica near by
us bis card which reads
Amy and Gla<lys, from West Sumner, Mr. Merrill gave
iu
visited her brother, W. S. Mason, Tues- thus: "Mount Mica Tourmaline Mine
Paris, Maine, discovered by Elijah L.
day of last week.
Hamlin and Ezekiel Holmes in 1820,
""ν··
4UO
·»"··—r
producing the pink and green tourmaBennett's will be completed this week.
B.
Mr. and Mrs. James Barrett of South line gems, is now operated by Loren
Will add right
Paris visited Mrs. Barrett's parents, Mr. Merrill, Paris. Maine."
and Mrs. W. S. Mason, over Saturday here that these gems will compare
favorably with those of the Orient,
and Sunday.
Miss Altha Mason visited at Mrs which cost manv times as much.
Arinniram Swan,
having been so
Scott Brings' over Saturday and Sunday,
to
and attended the dance at Freeland Har- troublesome of late, has been taken
the towD farm where there are better
low's Saturday night.
The apple crop is looking rather light facilities for talcing care of him.
Miss Ada, youngest daughter of the
in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo W. Farrar, who have late Charles Dunham, has been visiting
been with Mr. Farrar's parents, Mr. and in Milton, Bryant's Tond, and Mechanic
at the
Mrs. F. A. Farrar, for the summer, left Fall*, and is now with her folks
Thursday for their home in Dallas, Bennett place.
The picture of Dr. Frederick A. Cook,
Texas.
who is said to have discovered the north
DISTRICT.
KOKHKS
pole, was published in the last Saturday
Mrs. Olive Downs of New Jersey is Globe, but as we were born a sort of
and since a similar revisiting her mother, Mrs. Harriet Kip- doubting Thomas,
port was circulated several years ago, we
ley.
Mrs. Harriet Ripley has spent a week respectfully ask to be excused for defor
with her son, James D. Ripley, at North clining to credit the present rumor
reParis. She h:u» not been able to be tho time being, or say uutil Dr. Cook
said
the
of
a
with
secMon
home
turns
away from the farm for many years
pole for proof. And let it be underbefore.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Child of Dix- stood that no bean pole nor fish pole
fleld have been spending a few days with will be accepted as a substitute.
Fine weather for ripening the late
her cousin, Mrs. A. F. Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest T. Brook·· of crops not yet killed by the frost.
Sylvester Cole has just been here on
Bethel have spent a few days with her
his weekly trip, and reports that his son
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Q Allen.
had the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dudley of Buck- Fred is on the sick list and has
fidd
Wednesday with her folks at doctor.

I

I

The companions of the Maine Commandery of the Military Order of the
Loyal Legion of the United States,
assembled on the 27th of August, 1909,
on the summit of one of the most attractive hills in the town of Paris and of
Oxford County, having attended the
exercises connected with the unveiling
of the granite boulder and bronze tablet
erected in honor of the illustrious and
beloved Senator Hannibal Hamlin, VicePresident of the United States and confidential adviser during the first historic
and memorable administration of our
loyal and exalted President, Abraham
Lincoln, and having celebrated the one
hundredth anniversary of his birthday,
desire in a suitable manner to express
their appreciation of the services of the
day, and to render thanks to General
Joshua L. Chamberlain. General Se'den
Connor and Major HenryS. Burrage, a
committee appointed by the Maine
Commanderv for the purpose of making
suitable preparations for the exercises
incident to the above celebration.
We do, theretore, accord to tne aoove
companions great praise for fixing the
detail» of the celebration, also for the
complete, satisfactory and available conditions, recognized in every part of the
exercises, which afforded so grand an
entertainment and constant enjoyment
to thousands of the citizens of the state
of Maine. We also desire to render additional thanks to General Joshua L.
Chamberlain, president of the day, GovBert M
ernor
Pernald, ex-Governor
John D. Leg. Senator Eugene Hale,
Hon. Charles S. Hamlin and the Rev.
Dr. Henry P. Forbes, whose tributes
contribute so much to the importance
and inspiration of the great occasion
With heartfelt emotion we also recall
the presence of the venerable widow of
Haunibal Hamlin, which added so much
to the interest of the exercises.
The famous band of the National Soldiers' Home furnished moat entertaining
music and is entitled to great praise for
its part in the services of the day.
We also extend to Rear Admiral Henry
W. Lyon (retired) chairman of the Paris
executive committee and his associates
on
that and other of the town com
mittees, and to all the ladies and gentlemen of the hospitable town of Paris, unspent
limited praise and thanks for their hear- J. Q. Allen's.
Hebron
A. F. Allen is spending a week
Mrs.
the
in
celebration
making
ty cooperation
with her daughter, Mrs. Eva F. Dudley,
a memorable one, and for the generous
Dr. Crane is at home from his vacawelcome with which the members of the in Buckfield.
tion, but owing to the rain there was no
Mrs. A. F. Allen is doing dressmaking service in the church Sunday.
Commandery were received by them on
for Mrs. Fred Holland iu Buckfield.
this historic day.
H. L. Whitney returned to Boston
Saturday, and the various school teachers went this week.
Two Many North Pole Discoverers.
East Sumner.
Mrs. Grace Nichols DeWolfe of Rum"Slocum'e" Togue excursion was a
Well, here's a pretty kettle of fish!
ford Falls is visiting her parents, Mr. and
occasion.
and
a
very pleasant
Right on the heels of Dr. Cook's ap- tine success
Mrs. W. A. Nichols.
and trolley
pearance and announcement comes Com- The day was lovely, the train
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hanscom of New
one
seemed
and
with
the
announcement
service
mander Peary,
every
prompt,
York came up from Camp Ellis for a
that he nailed Old Glory to the north greatly to enjoy the rare occasion. When short time this week.
pole on April 6, 1H09. And only one the party left Buckfield station it numΟ. H. Tripp of Kockland spent a few
man so far as heard from has doubted bered 90 persons and a few joined it behours with his cousin, Miss Tripp, MonA
the statement, and he has recanted and low, making a group of nearly 100
day.
says he now believes it. And Peary's special car and a regular car were filled.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bartlett were the
friends, all over his own state of Maine The route was via the new line, passing
of his cousin, Miss Belle Goodwin,
and the rest of the country, rejoice.
through Sabattus. Gardiner, Hallowell guests
at South Paris, Tuesday of this week.
Now comes the other part of it, for and Augusta. A stop of one hour at the
A. A. Conantsold 000 quarts of raspright on the heels of his first announce- State House and two hours at Togus berries from half an acre the past seaLewiston
to
return
from
The
statement
was
the
ment comes
Peary
enjoyed.
son. getting 15 cents a quart.
Owing to
that Dr. Cook did not reach the pole; was on time, giving forty-five minutes the
weather the crop was not nearly
dry
to
But
for
home.
who
before
Eskimos
there
two
the
that
leaving
accompanied
as large
as
it otherwise would have
him say he went only a short distance, enjoy fully all to be seen at Togus more been.
time Is needed. One should take two
and not out of sight of land.
Mrs. Sarah Barrows Howe, who has
And there ye are, as Mr. Dooley says. days for the trip, stopping over night, been in
poor health for two years or
It is not difficult to see that even if there when the fine herd of cows and other
more, passed away Wednesday at 11:30.
is somewhere near the pole, as Dr. Cook stock can be seen. The old veterans Mrs. Howe was a
daughter of Dea.
alleges, a temperature equivalent to gladly welcome visitors and extend Joseph Barrows. She will be greatly
•bout 117 below zero Fahrenheit, the dis- every courtesy to them. A. D. Park missed.
covery of the pole is going to be more and wife of South Paris joined the party
Miss Ella Scribner, who has been with
productive of what is known as "hot at Lewiston.
her aunt, Mrs. W. Sargent, for some
of
head
has
exhibited
fifteen
that
else
A.
C.
air" than anything
happenBonney
time, has returned to her home in New
ed of late. There is in sight, indeed, is his fine Holsteins at the state fair. He York.
vioor
less
fine
with
more
an
has
herd,
carefully
exceptionally
already raging
Some of the students have remained
lence, one of the warmest controversies bred and cared for.
here through vacation. Mr. Nakanlehi
that the world has seen for years. Who
Quite a number from Sumner attend- of
Kyoto, Japan, left Thursday for Clark
ed the fair on Wednesday.
wae the first to reach the pole?
Worcester, Mass., and RobSeveral went to Canton on Monday to University,
As for Peary, it detracts nothing from
ert Fernald of Washington, D. C., will
his real achievement if Dr. Cook, with see the great Labor Day fizzle occasioned
go to Colby in a few days.
the benefit of
previous experiences, by the gate keeper, or the one receiving
Prof, and Mrs. Dwyer are at home
made the pole before him. As for Dr. the money, skipping out.
from their vacation, and Prof. Joy is
The grange field day at the homestead here.
Cook, in the present statue of affairs it
ia proper to suspend judgment. Some of Rev L. M. Robinson on Sept. 2d was
Mr. Floyd Philbrick returned Wedneshim
That
is
fine success, well attended and mnch
a
are condemning
ootright.
day from a short outing and gave bis
the wrong course. Let's see what he enjoyed. As your reporter was not friends a
surprise by bringing a bride
has to submit in substantiation of bis present he can not give particulars, but with him. Mr. and Mrs. Philbrick have
was a most pleasant occaafter
the
scientists
what
and
it
evidently
say
story,
our hearty congratulations.
they have examined it. In the interests sion, as Mr. Robinson is a very genial
Mrs. Hockaday, who has been visiting
of the general moral welfare it is to be and entertaining man, and spares no her
daughter, Mrs. Ralph Glover, will
hoped that Dr. Cook may be able to pains to make his guests enj'»y them- leave for Ler home in New Jereey on
did.
demonstrate that he is not the colossal selves. And doubtless, they
Saturday.
Mrs. H. Carroll Field of Bristol, Ν. H.,
liar that be is charged with being. But
Prof. J. F. Moody was in town this
let's not return a verdict till we hear the has been vsiting her father and other week
selling bis stock, etc., in order to
relatives in the vicinity.
evidence.
close the place for winter, but has now
Mrs. L:zzie Robinson of Boston has returned to South
Bridgton. ♦
been visiting ber relatives in the place.
here and There.
Prof, and Mrs. Brainard were at Dr.
The Congregational Ladies' Circle has Crane's a few
days last week.
resumed its circle dinners after a few
the
hot
Something of the value that Maine weeks' suspension dnring
Albany.
in its water powers is shown weather.
possesses
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Guptiil were at
James Quincy Allen was in town on
by the report of the engineer investigating Skowheg.in's power that a total of Wednesday selling his hnney product. home for a few days last week. They
25,000 horse power can be developec in Hi- produces a fine article ai d the gen- returned to Canton the Uth.
Mrs. Cora Sawin and son Glyndon of
that town alone at a cost of |3β per uine thing. He reports that his bees
North Waterford visited her sister,
While the whole sum have done well this season generally.
horse power.
It Is hoped that the weather man may Eatella Bean, a few days last week.
necessary to accomplish this developMrs. F. H. Bennett passed away lut
ment is well up toward a million dol- do as well for the county fair as he did
week after a severe illness. A husband
lars, the resultant power. at the lowest for the state.
and several obildren are left to mourn
price for which power is sold, would
their loss.
would make an investment that wonld
Peru.
F. O. Sloan hai been drawn as traverse
pay largely above the coat of mainteHenry Bryant is on the gain.
juror from Albany for the Ootober term
nance and interest on the investment.
have
and
S. A. Oatchell
family
gone of court.
the lumber camp at Rangeley. M.
It'· a rare man—but a wise one—who up to
tbem.
work
for
to
has
gone
Dlckvale.
ian't ready to express bis opinion in the H. Babb
We have bad two severe frost· in this
Peary-Cook controversy.
Miss Nina Dow and Mr·. Lawsonof.
no
it
did
but
damage.
vicinity,
are visiting the family of J. E.
The sweet corn Is very late and it Portland
Although it is now open time on some
Dow.
not
farmers
are
we
as
looks
though
of the rarer game birds of Maine, the
Elmer Child Is working for R. S.
have half a crop.
real hunting season opens on the 15th, going to
f
R. Robinson, and Mr. Tracy.
H.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
off"
when the "law goes
partridge
Miss Florence Richardson baa gone to
and Mrs. C. H. Robinson attended the
rethe
we
Then
woodcock.
may expect
field meeting at Sumner last Thursday, Lewiston.
ports of accidenta to begin in earnest.
Mrs. E. A. Richardson is visiting In
"Shot by mistake for a deer" will not be Sept. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Conant returned Paris.
·
in order nntil the first of October, but
E. F. Child haa gone to Leeds.
home Tuesday, Aog. 31st. They bavel
the hunter who meets his death by an
Charles Andrews bas gone to exBast
In
relative·
been
Fayette,
visiting
accidental ride bullet before that time
change bora·· with Bart Davl*.
Llvsmore and Wayne.
will he "ahot by alataka for a bear."
»"«

BeddtoM.
«u in Portland

•J» tbe first of the week.
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stealing.

Last Thursday quite a large crew of I !era have been looking for some time for
credit is due Officer·
picker· begun work on the cranberry I he thief and mnob that
and Davis
I
they aecnred the
Jog at the Caleb Fuller place. A part *ackard
of $100
if the oranberriea were spoiled by the I oan, and also got the reward
onoe officers
frost. Quite a lot of Our people lost I rbich bad been offered. At
froat. I η Massachusetts were notified,' and
i garden stuff and plecea of corn by
in Bethel leavA theatrical company with H. Price I Monday afternoon arrived
mornWebber manager, are billed to be at I og with their priaoner Tuesday
Dunham's Hall three evenings, Sept. 17,1 og.
Tuesday, the W. C. T. U. were enter18 and 20.
ained by the Misses Shirley at the earnRev. L. W. Raymond is spending
of their
nost of two week· at Ocean Park with I ner borne, Riverside Cottage,
I ister, Mrs. Ε. T. Russell. This was
lis daughter.
the
Mrs. J. H. Cole is being visited by her I ibserved as the annual field day and
picnic supper
riend, Mis· Thompson, from Massacbu-1 loapitallty shown and the overlooks
the
j ipon.tbe lawn which
lette.
The block owned by H. W. Dunham I [rand old mountains and the beautiful
be
a
will
loog
pleasant
>f North Paris and occupied by the I Indroscoggin
itore of Shaw A Martin and the livery I nemory to every one prient.
Lewis·
to
the
went
GUbert
Lila
Miss
I
of
a
coat
itable is being improved with
>aint. The Universalist church is also I on Hospital Monday and waa operated
Good news
ipon for appendicitis.
>eing painted.
and her

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Paria Hill.

ATWOOD

liasaaotinsetts for borie

i

3ot. 2β.

W. C. Allen

-ν—

I

omee

ietbel

patient
friends are hoping

from the

for her

many

speedy

ecovery.
Dr. Eveleth of New York and Eben
Cveleth of Auburn visited their mother
ast Sunday at the bome of M. L. Thurson. wbere she is ill.
Miss L. M. Stearns and Mrs. Annie
illey are in Boston to get new goods
>nd the fall and winter styles in tnillilery. Miss Alice Mason has charge of
he store in their absence.
Miss Rich of Bangor bas been the
;uest of her cousin, Mrs. Bangbart.
Rev. and Mrs. Preelon Bolster have
teen the guests of Mrs. Harry Hastings.
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason has bad a new
>lano placed in ber home.
Schools In town opened Monday, Sept.
Harriette Harris of Weymoutb,
if ass is in Bethel preparing an enterainment which is to be given Tuesday
md Wednesday evenings under the aus>icee of the Ladies' Aid of the M. E.
shurch, "Scenes in the Union Station,"
much
which will no doubt furnish
imusement.
The corn shop will open Monday.
Dr. Wight was called to Gorbam,
Ν. Π., to attend the funeral of bis
notber.
Miss

MIDDLE INTERVALS.

Reading of the death of Dr. Stephen Π.
SYeeks of Portland reminds the writer of

b"hl

Dm mark.
Mr. Wm. B. Dewy'· farm building·
rere destroyed bj Are Wednesday after
oon.
Oxen, cow· and wagon· were
aved and a few thing· from the home,
'here i* a avail insurance.
The sweet oorn pack began Tuesday
fternnoB.
Mr. Oeo. A; HiH. wife and daughter,
re flatting with Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
lelcher, also Mrs. Carrie A. Belcher is

a short vacation with them.
It look· as though the sweet corn
roold be almost a failnre this season;
roat and cold weather is the cause.
The fall terms of high school and

Cheleee,

.,

skillful

Byron.

ten ton

stream

η

mine

the
has

at

that it
station. It is
tons of rock
rill crush fifteen to
»er hour or 150 to 200 tone in ten hours.i new store at the mine has
teen built, and a new mill 180 ζ 80 feet
s to be built in the near future.
Mr. McCrillia, of mining fame, is
lamping with two other mining sports
The mining boom
< in East Branch.
eems to be on the increase.
Dr. Taylor and wife and James Taylor
tpd wife attended the Advent Camp·
neeting at Mechanic Palls last week.
Bernard Andrews of Canton was in
own a few days last week.
An auto from Rumford Palls recently
1 )rousrbt a party of gentlemen consiating
>f Hon. Waldo Pettengill, C«»l. George
3. Bisbee, Stanley' Bisbee and John
teed. It was not learned whether the
risit was for business or pleasure.
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GQ WITH A RUSH.

The demand for that wonderful Stomach, Liver and Kidney cure, Dr. King's

«ieit^

B1ïï°SVw Kniht ind
cTll5 iieod.

NcTs«phM.,

New Life Pills—is astounding. P. A
Shurtleff <fc Co. say they never saw the
like. Ii'a because they never fail to cure
Sour Stomach, Constipation, Indigestion,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Sick Headache,
Chills and Malaria. Only 25c.

What is

father,^

summer.

House for the

Mrs. Duroll and Mr.
Charles Marshall of Massachusetts are
guests among relatives at the Capen
Mrs.

Daren,

House.

Maud Russell bas returned to West
Bethel to teach again, also Mies Buck
and Millie Oliver on Swan Hill.
Eva Farwell is slowly improving in
health. As she was unable to take
charge of her school here a new teacher
was put in to take her place, Miss Barbara Carter, who iN well recommended.
L. D. Brown supplied here recently on
route 1 for J. S. Hutching.
Mr. Oliver, who has been in such poor
health, is much improved.
Alice and Mollie Carter have visited at
their old home here. Alice has a fine
situation in Massachusetts as nurse.
Many came back on a visit during Old
Uome Week and enjoyed a pleasant vacation among the pines and hills here with
friends of long ago.
West Bethel.
pumpkin pie!
Within thy breast
These gladsome summer fancies rest.
The golden oun-hlne ami the dew
Have ptlil their tribute through and through;
Oh

The son? the lark trilled In thi air
Within thy form Is cchoed there;
And all these things of joy to me
Were caught and flrraiy held bv thee.
Oh, pumpkin ! Thank-* for all thou didst I
I welcome thee unto my midst!"

"Hectic signs of rosy posy
Fall all shining
Every rose Is dying, elghlng
Something or other on the air.
Small boys with the apple grapple
In the orchards still and ripe,
And we hear the pleasant pheasant
Chant his plaintive meerschaum pipe."

everywhere.

Quarantee.

,

who has been in Bo.·

Hyomei is a wonderful antiseptic,
powerful tbat it promptly destroys germ
no

1

U/Mt Sumner.

Rev. C. G. Miller preached his farewell sermon Sunday, Sept. 5. It is uncertain whether he will return next year
or not.
Many expressed regret that his
pastorate was ended and reluctantly
bade him good-bye. Mr. Miller returned
to Woodford's Corner, where be expects
to remain through October.
Rev. G. W. F. ΠΐΐI and wife of Paris
Hill are spending the week here with
friends.
Rev. L. M. Robinson of Philadelphia,
Pa is finishing a room for his own use
and making some repairs on Ryemoor
Cottage. Walter Chandler and Elmer
F' rd are doing the work.
Clinton Bisbee of Auburn ha* been
spending a few days' vacation with his
father, Svlveeter Bisbee.
Mrs. Geo. West is recovering from a
very severe attack of whooping cough.
Mrs. Eva Doble is with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Doble.
Elmer Ford and wife went on the excursion to Togus Friday, Sept. 3d.
Mildred Conant, daughter of Mrs.
Charles Starbird, has an abscess on her
arm that is very painful.
Frank Chandler's new house is up and
boarded and the roof shingled and the
carpenters are now studding off the
rooms.
Mr. Chandler exptcts to move
into it before cold weather.
Sylvester Bisbee an J W. S. Farrar left
Thursday for Gilead, where they expect
to purchase a large farm.
Mrs. Walter Wheeler of Bethel is with
her husband's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
B. Wheeler.
Dr. Tenney of Auburn was in town
last week aod fitted a number with

its action on the mucous membrane is extremely soothing and healing.
It relieves catarrh in five minutes; it
euros in a few weeks or money back.
It is made chiefly of eucalyptus and
eucalyptol taken from the eucalyptus
forests of inland Australia. The medical profession knows that eucalyptus is
an absolutely certain germ destroyer and
with the active principles of eucalyptus
as a base Hyomei is made more efficient,
pleasant and quick acting by the addition of Thymol, an antiseptic and disinfectant largely employed in the Listerian
System. Guaiacol and other important
medicinal agents are also included in the
Hyomei formula, which without doubt,
is the greatest destroyer of catarrh
germs the world has ever known.
Hyomei is a powerful, penetrating antiseptic tbat is pleasant to use. It does
not contain a particle of cocaine, opium

life, yet

any habit-forming or injurious drug.
No dosing tho stomach when you use
Hyomei. Just breathe it in through the
small inhaler that comes with each outfit.
Sold by leading druggists everywhere and in South Paris by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
$1 00 for complete out fi\

or

town.

The large and nice farm buildings of
6. D. Motril), about two miles from tbis
village, were destroyed by fire just before dark Thursday, Sept. 2d. Cause
unknown, but it is thought may have
caught from «parka from a chimney
blowing into an open window over hay.
Three cows, a calf, a pig and sixty tons
of hay were burned. Many things were
saved from the house and barn, and tbe
buildings were insured for |2,000.

East Waterfont.
Mrs. H. L. Ilutchins and

daughter

Hiram.

Eliza Bradbury of Denmark is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ella Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. Eli C. Wadsworth went
to Kezar Falls on Thuraday.
Miss Harriet A. Eaton of Portland
came this week to Mountain View Farm
for her vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Frost of Boston
visited E. C. Wadsworth reoentlj.
Messrs. A. F. and F. 8. Howard have
and will rebought seventy-eight
vive an obsolete branch of business.
Miss Annie M. Spring, who has been
teaching atenograpby at Portland, is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mar-1
shall Spring. Her sisters, Mrs. Blanche
Page, of Fryeburg, and Miss Florence Β. I
Mrs.

sheep,

Spring, teacher at Westbrook,

are

again

at their native home.
On Saturday, Mrs. Leroy Mayo of
Milton Mills with her son Elwyn, visited
lo Hiram aod East Hiram win an anto.

.<

Locke's Mills.

ease or

money back.

lets 60 cents.

baildinge.

Battle Knight and Francis Wataôn

.·

look them

Coats

patch

fancy buttons,

pockets, $3.50.

The fall term will open

>5>s

[SEAL]

STATE OF «AIME.
OXPORl>, 88 :
Board of County Commissioners, September ses-

Tuesday, Sept. 14,· Ό9,
with

sion. 1909.
UPON the

foregoing petition, satisfactory
evidence having been received that the petition
ere are responsible, and that Inquiry Into the
mérita of their

application

Is

expedient,

Ir is
meet

Okueklp, that tne County Commissioners
at the selectmen's office at Kezar Falls village
In Poiter In said county, on Tuesday th··
28th day of October, 1909, at eleven of the
λ.

M., and thence

proceed

to

view thr

a

full corps of teachers in all
For

departments.

catalogues

or

spondence

solicited.

J. F. MOODY.

373

purchased

W Id field Perkins', a few daya.
Mrs. John McAllister and

rlsited
The

at

Stoneham Thursday.

heavy

frost killed

thing Id these part·.

children

nearly every-

our

two at y

graduated pleated hip
with

jet

pleated

with

only *2

98.

panel

both

«.

>', cm
ioiibed

otf

buttons; 2d, 11

t

.u-d title

front tria,

d with

South Paris,

Noyés Co.,
(Proprietors of two »toree) NOTWiiy.

Are prepared and awaiting your inspection of
their New Fall Stocks of Men's, Youths',
and Boys' Clothing, Furnishings, Hats and taps.

Inquire

Men's Suits.
Leading colors this

37-8

CHESTER M. MERRILL,
South Paris, Me.

also.

WILL BE HOLD AT PUBLIC AUCTION,
on the premises, on Saturdiy, September 18,

of the

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIMIItMIIIIIIIHIIIIIIHMIHHIIIIH·····""1"!
Prices and Styles.

•

1909, at 2 o'clock i> m., the "Cathcart PI we" at
Oxford Depot, » 1th lo acre* of land or more;
the ou*e le 1 1-2 *tory,9 rooms, tto ><t water, barn
40x30, all In good rriialr; «mall orchard: eltuHt"ii only a few role from the propose·! electric
railroad from (.ewlston to Norway; two mile*
from Thompson Luke, abounding In entm<>n,
red epotx, togue and bass. Inquire of »l A ZEN'S
Κ A KM AND BE\L ESTATE AGENCY, Ox
37
ford, Me.
Statement of the

Best that money will buy

;o.

uUp-To-Date"

Paris Trust Company,
PARI6,

t

so.noo 00
Ml" 55
8Θ.0Λ2 .<5
761 84

t
Loan· and discounts
Loans on mortgages of real estate,

3«.685 70
20,971 oo
30,020 00
<5,803 94
20,728 40
7,641 70

•

122,345 74

7....

I tond
Kurnlture and flxtures,
Cash on deposit
l ash on hand,

17

WM. R.

SKELTON,
Bank Commissioner.

it.
it
in

JAMES N. FAVOR, Κ8ΜΓ" I
Norway, Mulno.

Our M

1

Leading Manufacturers
THE MAKERS.

Kirschhaum's Clothe», A»H«·'

"Collegian,"
Thompson,

Boys* Suits,

Men's Rain Coats
and Top Coats

$ 122,845 74
MftOUBCM.

$5

••IIIIMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIHtltllllllHIIIMtlllHIII"·"

August 27,1909.
Geo. R. Morton, Pre*ldent
Johi B. Robinson, Vice-President.
(Jco C. Fernaid, Τ r.;anurer.
Alton C. Wheeler, Secretary.
Director·—Geo. R. Mort >n, Wm J. Wheeler,
(ieorgfl M. Atwoo I, N. Dayton Bolster, Alton C.
Wheeler, Lewis C. Katea, Sumner E. Newell,
Krank
John It. Koblnson, George W. Cole, .lr
Λ. Shurtleff, William P. Potter, Wlndcld S.
'tarblrl, Frederick A. Ileldner.
Organized July 20,1908.
LIABILITIES.

at

$20, $18, $16, $15, $r2, $10, $;
STYLES THE LATEST.

Condition

Capital stock,
Undivided profita
Demind depoa.t*
Due to other banks

on

se.i

aid
are new shades of Green
colors
other
Blues. We have

Western Avenue,

line.

OX MjUti St.,

F. H.

For Sale.

Perhaps you need a new harness, if so I can save you money
I can do
only need your harness cleaned, oiled and repaired,
of
need
in
when
·
call
us
Give
anything
promptly and economically.

»

cales and Prints.

of

on

·

SKIRTS,

LADIES'

made (rem all wool Panam.»

HORSE

IS TIME TO FIX UP YOUR
STOCK FOR THE FAIR.

are

Uriah MdNeal visited at bis nnole's,

any

information, address the principal at
CorreNorth Bridgton. Maine.

COUNTT OF

j IT

him a

please.

..i ooiy
STORM SERGE, extra good quality, self tabu and buttons. Theae
hard to beat for ils wearing qualities, *3 98.
LADIES' COATS 64 inches long, Ker- 48 in.
i.
LADIES' SKIRTS, two
lat,
wide, iu all the leading colors,
sey, very latest cut witb pleated skirt, $1.00.
etcb
new graduated knee pleating
collar trimmed witb velvet loops and
Jtl,
FANCY SUITINGS, self striped, 48 gore, finished with «ilk bin
buttons, velvet cuffs, Blue and Black,
> tbre*
in. wide, navy, green and smoke, $1.00. 9 nored with y.'ke effect f rn·
$15.00.
»bel
tucks between every other
STRIPED SATIN FACED PRUwith iuverted pleats, only j-t
MISSES' COATS, Blue and Green
fine
extra
NELLA, exceptionally pretty,
: new
Kersey, handsomely trimmed witb bands
SKIRTS, grey mixtures,
quality, iu all the new shades, 42 in.
1
and jet buitms, fancy collar and cuff,
όι,
pleated, finished with fancy j'
wide, $1.25 yd.
$12 50.
*4 98
SERGES, brow.ι, green, garnet and good value,
Dja't fail
CHILDREN'S COATS in gray and navy, 42 inch wide, at ()9o.
SKIRTS, Chiffon Panama. ua.v and
trimmed
cuffs
and
collar
black, trimmed on seams and a uod
to sen these.
green mixtures,
»n
witb velvet, braid and buttons, back
bips between gores with ban i-*
all
CHIFFON PANAMA guaranteed
fiuished with side pi'·»'
witb velvet pipiug, $4.50.
material,
wool, very pretty, all fasbiouable shades,
rilMISSES'SKIRTS, self striped
CHILDREN'S COATS, fancy mix 38 in. wide, 50c.
i «t io
Come in and sro the new Outing Flau- ed, 7 gored with double h >x \
tures, handsomely trimmed with braid,
trimmed
uels, Flauuelette, Kimono Flannels, Per- front, colore brown, «arn-t ami ,;:·■«
velvet and

Dnstin McAllister visited hia sister at
If you
Stoneham a few daya recently.
Fred Haselton baa
boat.

over.

ONE LOT SUITS herring bone weave
LEUTINA or SATIN FACED PRUin a wide ran^e of colors, semi-fitted
NELLA, all the popular shades, 40 inch
with good quality lining, trimmed with
wide, will not spot with water, fast color
bind and jet buttons, only $10.00.
and permanent finish, $1.00; Blacks,
$1.00, $1 25, $1.50.

Bridgton Academy.

A true copy of said Petition and Order of
Court thereon.
ATTESTΟΠARLK8 F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

itopping at the Playhouse. Delia Watson
Is quite sick there.

everybody.

ing the blanket

in all towns.

Ε

Parris Paige is having a piazza built,
and is to have other work done on the

broidery pan-l, collir and cuffi trimmed
with large tucks and pearl buttons, $1.98.

Largo box of tab-

Druggists

%m

clock

North Waterford.

Bedford

new

Cures Indigestion

The schools began Monday, Sept. 6. route mentioned In said petition; lmmedlparties
with the same teachers as last term, j ately after which view, a hearing of the
and their witnesses will be had at some convenient
Mine Lorna Littlehale in the grammar
lace In the vicinity, and such other measures
department and Miss Eva Andrews in iken In the premises as the Commissioners shall
judge proper. And it is further Obukreu, that
the primary.
notice of tne time, place and purpose of the Com
Mr. Ordell Bryant came from Portland mlssloners' meeting aforesaid be given to all
his
visit
with
will
and
par- persons and corporations Interested, by causing
Wednesday
on 1er
ents for a while. He is fast recovering attested copies of said petition and of this
to be served upon the Clerk of the Town
| thereon
from his recent surgical operation.
of Porter, and also posted up In three public
Mr. G. Willis Adams and family, who placea In said town and published three weeks
news
have spent two weeks at Camp Comfort, successively In the Oxford Democratof a
Oxford,
paper printed at Paria In said County
returned to Portland Sunday.
the first of said publlcaUonu, and each of the
Mr·. Lizzie Tebbets and sons, Lester I other notices, to be made, served and posted,
before said Ume of meeting,
and Don, returned Saturday to their1 at least thirty days
to the end that au persons and corporations may
home in Auburn.
then and there appear and shew cause, If any
W. W. Coolfdge has sold his house re- they have, why the prayer of said petitioners
not be granted.
cently occupied by Llewellyn Bryant to should
Attest :—CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
Jerome Ames.

Mr. and Mrs. Mellen Cole and son of
Portland are visiting at Oscar Brown's.

The thermometer ί reachmark. The L.-st blankets and the best values are r.ght here,
MERCERIZFD LAWN WAISTS, en
and people are coming after them.
tire froDt of fancy embroidery and baby
SUITS, FINE QUALITY BROAD.
Oue lut 10-4, grey and «Lj
j itu or
5
clus'ereof
with
12
tucks,
sleeves
tucks,
CLOTH in Navy, Black, Smoke and
\ > ie,
clusters of tucks io back, lace trimmed border, exceptionally goud
Olive, mannish cut coat witb notched
small aize, 50c.
collar and cuffs, $1.98
collar and turned back cuffs, trimmed
BLANKETS 11-4, ^n-y or wl.i'e, with
TAFFETA SILK WAISTS, Black,
with stitched bands on seams, satin
or without border,
f 1.25,
S9c, fI
silk
and
with
cord,
tucked
loops
panel
lined; skirt same as above, $18.00.
The il !>s blaake ι wool
baby tucks giving yoke effect, large and *1.50, *1.98.
m it.
SUITS, Pine Striped Venetian, 42 inch small tucks entire length sleeves, $3.98. finish, rare bargain. Don't fa
Othera for *2.25, $2 .V).
coat of the latest cut, with notched
collar and cuffi, silver grey satin lining,
WOOL BLANKKT, urey will ο inler,
Dress Goods
exceptionally pretty skirt witb panel
.*,<j.
*3.50, *3 98; extra heavy, «·", >
front and side pleating from knees,
This season above all others, the
PUFFS, a fine liue t nele< ( from,
$15.00.
woman who makes her own clothes *1.00 up to *2 25
has wonderfully lovely things to piok
In
colore
SUITS, VENETIAN, plain
Dress Skirts
from. We have a new assortment of
green and navy, semi-fitted coat trimmed
choice fabrics in the season's popular
Authoritative styles for Fall being
with stitched band and jet buttons; skirt
colors that is worthy of your time to shown in this
department, sure to
same as :ibove, this suit only $12.50.

Don't fail to see the
Cord Suits at 920.00.

It relieve* stomach misery, sour stomach, belching, and cures all stomach dis-

Mise Ella Farwell visited friends at
Rumford the past week.
Mr. J. Cleve Bartlett and bride of
South Framingham, Mass., are guests of
hie parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Bartlett.
Mies Eulalia Millett of South Paris
has been the guest of her aunt, Mrs. G.
'Ay
K. Hastings, the past week.
Mr. Ned Carter of Middle Intervale is
ploughing a twenty acre lot for F. B. 37-48
Howe.
Mr. and Mrs. Ο. E. Jones are prepar- TO THE COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF OXFORD COUNTY.
io£ to close their home hero aod go
We, the undersigned selectmen of the town of
Porter respectfully represent, that the boundaaway to work for the winter.
ries of the following hlhgway In said Porter, Is
That part of
doubtful end uncertain to wit:
East Brownfleld.
the town
way leading from Merrill's Corner In
made
are
being
of iirownflcld to Kezar Falls, by way of Porter
Many improvements
here. It is rumored that L. R Giles is village, as altered by the County Commissioners In 1849, on road leading from Kezir
to build the finest residence in town.
Falls to Porter Village; commencing In the
Mrs. Abbie Rogers is entertaining her center of a county road, leading from dwelling
house, formerly owned by Edward Qlbbs to
sister of Saco.
Kezar Falls bridge, anil running westerly
Rev. Samuel Tyler occupied the pulpit toward
Porter village to center of county road
of the Congregational church Sept. 12
to I'orter village In 1849; and request that you
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hill of Conway, examine said highway, locate and define Its
limits and boundaries and cause durabl monuΝ. H., recently visited their parents. Mr ments
to be erected at the angles thereof, all as
and Mrs. J. R. Hill.
required by law.
a
Dated
at Porter this 18th day of August, A. D.
The G. A. R is to hold
campfire Saturday, Sept. 18, at its hall in the Bean 1909
ol
of
H. L KIDLON,
BIDLON,
) Selectmen of
the town
H.D. CHAPMAN,
budding. It is expected that John P.
Porter.
W.C.STACY,
Gorand
S.
C.
M.
of
Canton,
C.,
Swasev,
don, M. D., of Portland, will be the

Ann of North Fryeburg visited their rela- principal speakers.
Mrs. E. A. G. Sticknny and daughter
tives here last week.
the State W. C. T. U. ConΒ. 6. Mclntire took his son Glenn are attending
this week.
with him to Canada laat week. They vention at Bangor
Through the kind generosity of Mrs.
took in the Sherbrooke fair. Mr. Mclnchurch
tire makes frequent trips to Canada S. A. Breslin, the Congregational
has a fine new organ.
buying lambs.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Messenger of
Warren V. Kneeland bad the misforof Mrs. Martha Sands.
tune to lose the ends of his thumb and Boston are guests

little finger on a saw in A. S. Hapgood's
mill at South Waterford Monday.
The selectmen bave hired Henry Walker of Lovell and A1 Jones and Mark
Perry of Sweden to take a revaluation
of the property in town. They began
work Monday.
Clara Warren and daughter
Mrs.
Qrace of Welchvllle were at S. S. Hall's
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Mrs. Martha Pride and daughter, Mrs.
G. L. Hilton, were in Portland last
week visitine Mrs. Pride's brother, Eben
Mars ton, and family.
H. 0. Rolfe has a new chime whistle
in his mill.

Furs

Shirt Waists

Coats and Suits

MI-O-NA

glasses.
Oxford County fair this week.
Dot Heald made a trip to Lewiston
School opened Monday with Miss
last week.
Maud Russell, teacher.
Q. D. Morrill and family have moved
Bast Bethel.

into the Wheeler house.
Elbert Κ Briggs came home from his
visit in South Paris Tuesday.
Mrs. Will Grlbbin and sons bave returned to their home in Portland.
Jared Lutton visited relatives in Willimantic, Conn., last week.
Cider apples are plentiful, and many
will rot under the trees.
Mrs. Alice Potter and son Myron have
gone to Massachusetts to spend the coming winter.
Mrs. W. D. Mills and son Francis are
visiting relatives in Worcester, Mass.
William Frances and William Lunn
are done working in the Wbitten &
Dennison post-card house and have left

Hyomei

?

You Have Heard About the Catarrh
Cure F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

provement in the feed.
ton for a few daye, I. at home again.
Mrs. M. J. Woodbury of Portland is

Capen

IT'S A PLEASURE TO SHOW THESE HEW THINGS. LET US SHOW THEM TO YOU

BUijW

East Oreenwood.

'"un'Toho

the

Skirts, Dress Goods and Fùrs.

1

?;S iiih
h°Mrs

at

Shirt Waists, Dress

'^«.'.teT.

taken charge of the school here, and we
Mre pred Wheeler of Bethel visited
are fortunate to get such a teacher.
her sister Mr·. George
the
Post's
Holt
received
goldJoseph
headed cane. Age SO.
her when .bo retnrned
Ellen P. Kimball and Blanche recently
visited relatives and friends at Oxford.
and family visited
brother
Frost's
O. L. Stone and family of Norway
relatives.
have been in Bethel among
Rev. Wm. Greene, after a short vacation and pastorate here, has with his
family returned to bis former pastorate
in New Hampshire.
Mre. Edith Hartford and daughter,
Wood and her el.t.r, Mre.
after a pleasant stay among relatives Jack Smith
their
here, have returned to Dover, Ν. H.
Mrs. Rebecca J. Caswell accompanied
Mr.. Κ. Ε. P»t"
Mrs. Hartford to Dover to visit ber ,l.
in Sooth Paris and

boarding

displays include Suits, Coats,

Grand Far opening, ladies', misaee'
This group contains an excellent
We bave jnst unpacked a large in· and children's furs in every grade and
and roioe of
waists, that is without donbt quality to suit our customers.
variety of styles for women, misses
obildren.
Alio. W»t
;he prettiest ever shown, including «ISABELLA FOX shawl collars, |4rge
.resident ol the Bebek
kinds for ocoasions.
and thick, made from Heir ted elites,
laine, was the guMt.01 Qood Faith II
p0I
work
WAISTS, white Linine, hard to detect two Urge brushed, only $!
j0dKe on
extra fiue quality, fthe degree BtafT and
from real linen, tailor made, some trim- thrown,
«.
oream
cehe end ico
OPOSSUM shawl collars, ·>(<■ <,f the
SUITS, like cut, med with small tucks, otheis with large
HERRINGBONE,
moat durable fura made, it
98c
tucks,
only
of
|jZf,
Boone
Jeooie
J
.'!*"»
WORSTED,42 locb,
teen the guest of her cousin, Miss Mab
.,um'
CbLORED WAISTS in a wide range $0.50, $4 98, 13.150; Black
semi-fitted coat witb
uf colore, entire front of 1 inch pleats, *4.98.
Oxford.
home after, long
satin
fine quality
BLUE WOLF, excepti< ii»
laundered collar, only 98c.
The Oxford High School opened Sept.
pretty,
lining, handsomely
16th with a good attendanoe. Mr. Dyer
tel.
entire large and soft, eliawl collar
#i;j.5q·
white,
BATISTE WAISTS,
bias
with
trimmed
principal and Miss Perkins assistant.
(root of Val. lace, hemstitching with muff to match, Bug shape, ex-ra lar^e.
Mrs. I. N. Keith is quite feeble. Her
bands of ee'f maare
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Wells
baby tucks and embroidery iu centre, ♦13.50.
Taylor,
lister*,
terials, silk braid
Co .tarte* with her.
THe I nru-uvi
tucks and lace insertion Id sleeves, only
MUFFS, large assortment
boon
tabs with jet bnt
hftve ,n
Miss Preeman of Boston is spending a
from in Rug and Pillow «lj„j
*1 49
pllXi
Keene.
Prank
side
Mrs.
new
Mr.
and
witii
.biob
week
pleattons;
machine.,
NUN'S VEILING WAISTS, white, *13.50, 115.00, *10 00, *7 00; it;
\v0lf,
Mrs. H»m«r of Providence, R. I., is
ed skirt, male in
with *13.50, 110 00; CblBMe Lj
ohi.»o of Portland, I risiting her sister, Miss Wellington, at
and wide French embroidered panel
black, navy
*3.50.
flighflelds.
»ho ha. been
rows of embroidery and tucks on each Opoaaum, *7.50,
The Jackson place on the plain lately
green, #20,00.
too-mer homo ο. North
a rare
in
tucks
of
clusters
back,
has
side,
occupied by a man nlimed Reeves
Blankets
been bought by John Ruse.
value, $1.08.
friends
visited
Mrs. Payette Bickneil
Here ie an item that will interest
TAILORED WAIST with eyelet emhere last week.

"SftSi Λ'ώοΚ«.

The late rains have made some im-

our

It is at the Smiley store that value, style, materials and finish
are blenc|ed with prices within the reach of all.

She. returned
'vtoimy
Β··'4
'ueeday
position

re°Mî lïïit ua'i.

brother, John Kimball.

Our

ther grades began Tuesday.

A whist party ond dance was held at
operation performed by bim
l,,,, been vi.ltinR friend, to Cole's Hall Saturday night.
also
of
tome years ago, and a life Baved,
Sewell Millett is on the sick list.
ί itclifleld and returned Filday.
liis helpful and cheering appearance in
Joe Cummings and wife of Sanford are
Mrs. Siill· Bartiott of Ljoo, Maea,
a
comthe sick room. A Christian,
kas been siting her brother, E. w. visiting at George Cole's.
off
the
has
passed
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Webber held
panion, a good man,
V
itigeof action in body.—But be lives.
Mre. Ella Bradeen baa moved Intotto their reception at Greenwood Thursday
influence
The
not
are
dead.
ones
Such
W" night. Peanuts, candy and cigars were
rent over the baroeee .hop
□ever dies.
served. They are keeping house at
We have a picture of a clock 410 years
ha. boilt a ahed con- Austin Hayes'.
»ld owned by H. Holbicb, Neptune
Mr. and Mrs. Aleer Millett have been
Street, Lynn, Mass. A description can
i. «*m visiting at Sewell Millett's.
be given if desired by any reader of this his
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Estes called on her
sister, Mrs. W. M. Davee.
paper.
sister, Alby Noyee, Tuesday night.
has
Hill
Bethel
Barbara Carter of
Norway Lake·
ι

store is now filled with the most comprehensive
ever displayed in this vicinity.
array of fashionable Fall Merchandise
in

Every department

pending

crusher for
The
gold
SL-ttf
arrived
iF,rte.d
Houghton
olaimed
.cbooi
I
y |£>Ctb. high
pitcher, Inughton
twenty
nsÎWSWS
recently
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Fairs are with us. Cool weather almost
This requires that you patronize a clothier

Agricultural

upon ue.
for your wants.

CAN WE BE YOUR

CLOTHIER ?

The Blue Stores
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has Œoved b«e family
I ortland, where he has gone to work.

Josephine

Monday'

Frank Wise of Gardiuer visited
father. Geo. W s-, the past week.

Mr.

Waldron went to Wsterford
***" ber sch°o1 there

Cattle show ball in New Hall Wednesph Ham of Portland visited his day evening, with music by Swastika
a
few
.>!D, Philip Jones,
days recent- Orchestra, nix pieced.
Mr
<»

*

Day.

Mr?'. ^*°,η

Tuf,e ai»d daughter. Mrs.
and Mrs. George W. Frothingham η
tiarold Anderson, visited at Ε W IVn
here from Portland over Labor lev's. West Paris,
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs Lot E. Keene of Bucktield visited their daughter, Mrs. F W
Bonney, a few days last week.

Mr*. 0. K. Dunham visited several
iu West Paris and Bryant's Pond
last week.

Now for the Fair.
'Board for the fair ground»!
The merry-go-round hag been set uf
for a oumber of day*, the rest of the
midway is tilting up, there'· a big field
of entries for (be races, some bnndredi
of entries in the cittle department already, and everything is in readiness foi
a big show.
Pour granges are already at work on
their exhibits in the upper hall. They
are Paris Grange, West Paris, Norway,
Theii
and Bear Mountain of
promptness in getting to work and the
interest displayed are a guarantee that
their exhibits will be not a bit behind
the best of previous years.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday o(
this week, Sept. 14, 15 and 16. Those
are the day» of the Oxford County fair,
which is uot arrogant in styling itself
the beet county fair in Maine.
An addition of about three acres to
the enclosure gives more room in several
departments, and adds generally to the
capacity and convenience of the grounds.
Special trains will run from Portland,
Lewiston and Berlin on the mornings of
the second and third days, and will re
turn at night, leaving South Paris in
both directions at U o'clock.
Entries for the races are as follow*:

Waterfor^,

Miss Mwy Keefe of Portland has
visited at J. J. Emeley'a for a few days.

L. Greeue and family spent a few
in Portland last week.

r

Monday, Sept.

Harry J. Fifleld, who has a position in
Boston, is at home for a vacation.

dally; 3:35 P.M.,
dally; 10 i2 a.

ohn MiArdle of Lynn, Mass., spent a
tew days in town last week.
us

next

Mrs. Arthur Shurtltff
visited
parents in West Paris last week.

TRAINS LKAVE SOOTH PARIS
dally; 9:30 A. *.,
(iolnic iluwn Μ·!)—I Ml.
vxoept Sunday; 4 12 p.
dally, 7.37 a.
...lu* up

begin

Mies Γζ» Maniliall is attending Bliss
Bust nee* College at Lewiaton.

CoruroenctBK Juoe 37. 19W».

v

Mi,dred Pte»· ,8 teaching in Ox-

^Schoolsall

OÎ'KlcR.
M. to 7 >30 F. H.

SOI TU ΚΑΙUS POST

»ace Hour· :

bow.

John T. Llndlev Is here from Boston,

j

'4"i6 Class. Trot and Pace.

Purse 9200.

Peggy. br tn. by Francisco, W A Nelson, South
Paris.
Hev. Hannah J. Powell occupied the
and Mrs. Prank C. Small of PleasAllen, C. J Β Robinson, Oxford.
at
the
Universalist
church
on
Sunpulpit
The
Indian, blk g. by Gratten. 1 R Morrill,
street are at Farmington for two or
α
day, and will also be there next Sunday.
Brunswick.
.·»» weeks.
(it'ii Direct, by Direct Kelly, 1 R Morrill,
The Citizens' Telephone Co. holds an
Brunswick.
Ella F. Xeal of Lewiston has adj urned meeting
Irby King Green'nnder, I R
to-night, Monday, at Gertrude Patchen,
the guest of her father, George the assessors'
Morrill, Brunswick.
ffice, at South Paris, at Cremona,
*
blk
S
Wytnan. Portland.
g,
\V -e, for a few days.
7r.JU sharp.
Plain Jim. b κ, by Eclair Jr. A F Cl^utier,
field.
Buck
Vr* George Giles went Saturday for
Treasurer George C. Fernald of the Hall Cam, b s, Pine Tree Stables, Lewiston.
few weeks with relatives at Pans Trust
I
Co., and Mrs. Fernald, spent La Culbert, b g, by Culbert, Pit e Tree Stables.
Lewiston.
:u Willows, Mass.
several days last week with relatives and
Jeff Interest, b g, by Interest, Pine Tree Stable·
Lewiston.
yd L. and Sumner M. Davis, who friends in Ellsworth.
Den Boy, b g. A Ε Russell, Wsterville.
the summer with relatives in Nova
Autos were almost as thick as flits Dora L, b m, by Wilkes, A Ε Russell, Water
ν
arrived home on Friday.
ville.
Sunday. It was a beautiful fall day
Η.
and not only the autoists were out en- Razor Face, b g, Jobn I)aws in. Plymouth, Ν
: ert W. Wheeler has returned from
Nancy, br in. Roacoe Smith, Auburn.
Ocearna. Ρ Ε Littletleld, Rochester. Ν Η.
orchard, where he has been in the joying ir, but nearly every one else.
Pauline. b m. by Vasaar, C Burrlil, Ashland.
store with A. L. Clark for the surnStill rather frigid nights, but no more Lou Dillon. 2nd, b m, R A McKllvey, White
nu-r.
held. Ν Η.
killing frost If it hadu't been for a fog.
Arsaces, ch κ, R A McKelvey, Wbitefleld, Ν H.
M >n Grace Dean is staying with an ! there would have been eome slayiug J una V, b m, Η Ε Wells, Laco.ii, Ν II.
in
Cumberland while receiving Sunday night, but as it was no damage Maggie Bogash, b in, John Nichols, Canaan,
Vt.
ical treatment in Portland for a is reported.
Nellie Bogash, br m, F Β Knapp, Canaan. Vt.
m hiie.
The
Enchanted, b m, John Flanders, Lnncas
M.
Wheeler
entered
the
Central
Harry
ter. Ν 11.
Hospital at Lewiston Red
M>s Flora Kitner Harlow, who has Maine General
Elm Boy, b s. F H Wilkinson, Groveton,
Ν Η.
visiting relatives in town for some early last week for surgical treatment.
Harriette
was
not
S, blk m, D M Kosebrook, Lancaster,
I
l.e
case
a
and
serious
be
one,
rks, returned Saturday to her home
Ν Η.
in expected home soon.
.ridgeport, Ct.
··

fair was fairly well patronizthis vicinity last week. Now
.vaut the same kind of weather for
tair this week.
ie

Base Ball.

state

im

KAIX'LIKKE

FKEEPORT

3.

Radcliffe defeated Freeport at the fair
«rounds Saturday afternoon in a iooselv
played and uninter· sting «âme, the visitors putting up about the poorest game

Libert W. Wheeler ami Ralph Gray
vt to leave next Saturday for Philaliia, to take a course in pharmacy in
Medico-Chirugical College in that

witnessed here this season. If there
any on the team possessed of life
and energy they failed to show it an·] a
greater part of them acted as if it was
considerable of an effort to move. There
it little doubt that they would have been
:
shut out had not Leith eased up and allowed them to bit.
| Smith, a University of Maine catcher
| was behind the bat for Radcliffe and did
well. He is a lively player and was
working all the time to bring victory to
his team
Small, the Freeport pitcher, seemed to
I possess considerable ability and the fact
that Kadcliffu is credited with twelve
hits was largely the fault of his team
mates, many ground balls and a few
fl ee being scored as hits which should
«
have been turned into put outs. Merrill
and Patterson also played good ball for
the visitors.
j Clason with three hits was the leading
batter. Libbv ifficiated as umpire and
it was evident that had the game been
close he would have considerable trouble.
The score:

city.

ν

8;

were

new course of study has been pred for the high school, its principal
ierence from the old course is in the
m nation of a little of the commercial
rk aud the additio η of German.

The ladies of the Congregational Cirle and of the Universalist Good Cheer
>
iciety are busily engaged in préparatlons for running their respective eating
booths at the fair grounds this week.

!

Elsewhere in this paper is published
the statemeut of condition of the Paris
Trust Co., made by Bank Commissioner
Skelton as the result of his first examination of the bank since it opened for busi-

2.1b Class Trot anil Pace. Purse S800.
I'aul Hoone, blk g, by Elder Boone, R. G. Dunn,
Canton.
Gurth, bs, by Red Heait, l>r. Powers. Bath.
Northland Bouton, bg, by Alclayone, W A Nelson, South Paris.
American Law. bs. by Heir at Law, Mountain
View Farm, South Paris.
Alt! sitnus, bg, by Wilkes, Pottle & Wlggin,
Portland.
The Indian, blk g, by Gratten, I R Morrill,

family

only

Tuesday
ready

shop

sacday.

Λ

merry-go-round,

people

..

^aullne,

by
Norway.
by

'ngregational

College preached

Sunday.

!

Kumford,

Fiiday

morning for Monnt Clemens. Mich.,
where he is to be treated for rheumatism, with which he has been cons derably afflicted of late.

1

by
corer, Thayer.

Rulcliffe wan defeated ίο two games
Ια the
Mechanic Falls Labor Day.
!>>renoon name LtFrance pitched tiue
Htv. J. 11. Little and family have re- jail for Ridcliffe and his teira was in
their cottage at Harpawell
'a rued from
he lead 2 to 0 until two nu n were out in
■' their home here.
Although Mr. Lit-' be ninth inning. At tbie point be
the
of
Universalist
is
e
now
weakened and Mechanic batted in enough
pastor
irch at Bethel, the family will not1 rune to win before Radcliffe could get
move to that place at
present, as it is mother put out. Judging from reports
npossible to secure a rent there. Rents we should say that the afternoon game
»re as scarce in Bethel as they are in
was one of those kicking affairs which is
»
lover of clean
South Paris.
(o distasteful to every
,1
The report that the Radcl fff
The fakirs who came from the state iport.
had taVeo an unfair advaniir to this county fair pulled in on Fri- natiageineut
tage of the local management in regard
train
»y, most of them on the afternoon
:<> money affairs had
put the Mechanic
Kvidentljr there wasn't so much j >y Falls routers in bad hum >r and they
■•β along as there was on the similar
their resentment.
show
slow
to
not
were
'r ρ last year, and the rumpus of that ocof the Kadcliffe team claim
ision, which resulted in about a doz η Supporters
bat the work of the umpires was the
respondents appearing in court the next
eading factor of Mechanic Falls' ν ctory
»y, was not repeated.
η the
afternoon contes'. The feeling
\dvertised letters in South Paris post >etween the two teams is intense and
"'hee Sept. 13:
although there is a great desire to have
the championship settled, the prospect*
MIm Alice M S welt (2.)
Miss Lucy Koberteoa.
•f the two teams meeting again are not
Μη». I. B. Harrimao.
bright. It looks like a case of "one's
Mrs. h. W VVaile
scat and the other dasn't."
Mr. t.regory BlUh.
Mr.
Mr
Mr.
Mr

tt

Alfrt-l W. Smith.
I·'rank Karrar.
H. A. Snow.
E G. Smith.

Prince Alphondly. be. by Alphoodly, Pine
Tr< e Stables, Lewistou.
loan D Arc, <-h in. by J J Audubon, line Tr»e

Stables, Brunswick.
J-n Boy. b g, A Ε Russell. Waturville.
ioiaud Axtell, br 9. by Robin, J H Jenoess,
« est Puwual.
ioderick, ch β, J S Roderick, Waterrille.
Γοιιν Nelson, ch ui, by Nelson, Chas. Pomleau,
WaterviHe.
«. b g. by Harry O. C Burrlll, Ashlaud
Jells Early, b s, C Burrill, Ashlaud.
ir>aces, ch g. R AMcKllvoy, Whitetield, Nil
slander, ch s, D M. Ros^brook, Lancaster
ioraldo, ch g, C A Moult n JSc Co., Plymouth
lari letce S. blk m, DM Rosebruok. Lancaster.

14,15 and 16.

Our Fall Stock of

Î's,

geographical

Is

them.

Gall and

large and

LINOLEUM

want if you

I

See Our New Stock.

Tolophono 1X0*8.

Dayton

Bolster Co.,

Day Worn"

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

THE COST OF GLASSES.

and of the possibility
When you think of having your eyes examined
arises. As in everyof wearing glasses, the matter of cost naturally
WORK, is apt to cost more
thing else, GOOD WORK, SKILLFUL
for your personal
than work less good. There is nothing you buy
more careful about than these glasses that
use that you ought to be
The
on to preserve and assist your eyesight.
you are going to depend
has grown
so well and that my business
reason that I have succeeded
BEST WORK IS GIVEN IN EVERY CASE
so satisfactorily is that the
NO MATTER
AND ONLY A REASONABLE I'RICE IS CHARGED.
IK IT HAS
WHAT STYLE LEVS OR MOUNTING YOU DESIRE,
MERIT, I HAVE IT.

ί ROM,

To the Farmers

Oxfords $3, 2.50.

It will soon be time for you to be getting your
CORN and APPLE money and when you
the
get it why not open a check account with

I®

0

The checks returned
you wish.
to you make a good receipt and if you have an
account here you always know where you can
as

much

get
on

as

plenty

of cash and get it without

your checks.

We invite your

X

X

charge

ο
β

patronage.

PARIS TRUST CO..
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

«>2

NEW FALL SUITS.

Hosiery.

The Latest Creations

$12.50

styles and shapes.

to

$25.00.

Spring Suits

One-half Price

Miss S. M. Wheeler,
SQUARE,

place

since the first camp
now there are ten.
The first was "Camp Gindy," on the
3.30 Claw*. Tro». Purse ·Ι50.
Juudy Joe. blk g, by Francisco, W A No's >n II outlet a short distance below the pond,
South Paris.
owned by A. M. Andrews of South Woodiryaut, b g, J Β Robinson, Oxford.
The first odb built on the pond
itn Direct, by Direct Kelly, 1 R Morrill, stock.
itself (in 1900) was on the north shore
Biunswick.
< •erirude i*atchen. by King Oreen'an "or, I R
near the outler, owned by Professor J.
Motrin, Bruuewick·
Ira M. Hearce of Hebrod.
IC L.chg, by Isle Dan, A Ε Rue-ell. Water- F. Moody and
ville.
Fronting on a sandy beach along the
Job Patch, R D Wait*, Lewiston
south shore, near the road, are four
ictor M b g, (ieo. S Record, Buckfleld.
camps. These are "Waldheim," built
hitward Hound, b g. (Ieo. H Jones. Ox'ord.
Jillie Moi se, ch β, Ο Τ McNally, Oroveton, Ν H in 1008, owned by A. L. Holmes of South
Paris; "Shaggrock," (mit the accent on
2.23 Trot. Purse ·200.
if you please), built in 1007
TLe Enchanted, b iu. by Idoliu, John Flanders. II the Sliagg,
Arthur E. Forbes of South Paris; a
Lancaster, NH.
by
Ittori Uf at Law, b g, by Am. Law, Mountain
camp built this year by Albert D. Park
\ lew Farm, South Paris.
of Sooth Pari»·; and "Altamerteva," also
Iryaut, b g, J Β Robinson. Oxford.
ien. Direct, by Direct Kelly, I R Mori 111. built this year by A. W. Walker of
Brunswick.
On a sightly wooded hill
South Paris.
iertrude Patclien, by King Oreenlander, 1 R
down the shore is
a short distance
Morrill, Bruuswick.
Drain, b g, by 1< ouius, R Ο Jordan. Bucktietd. "Kamp Killooleet," built this year by
Waterville.
S
Roderick.
J
ch
s,
todorlck,
H. A. Morton of South Paris.
iVlikes Sherwood, blk g. by Hod Wilkes. R D
On "Spruce Point," which juts out inWaite, l.ewl-tou.
Roches
Ρ
Ε
Littlefleld.
to the pond on its northerly shore, is
Jc> anua, by Cleve'and,
ter, Ν Η.
"Camp Everett," built in 1008 by U. G.
luua V, Η Κ Welle, Laconia. Ν Η.
of Everett, Mass.
,<ed Elm Boy, F H Wilkinson, (îroveton, Ν Η. | Wheeler
On a high knoll on the north shore, in
2 40 Class Trot antl Pace. Purse 9200.
a grove of handsome young white birchW A Nel.on
1 i Dandy Joe. blk, by Fram ieco,
es, is "Camp Mooweeo," built this year
South Paris.
American Blossom, br m. Am. Law, Mountain by Alton C. Wheeler of South Paris.
Paris.
South
View Farm.
Near the head of the pond, if we may
Vlifn C, J Β Robinson, Oxford.
designate any part of the curving shore
4r>ant, bg, J Β Robinson, Oxford.
I
Mori
1
R
ill,
built this year by
The Indian, blk g. by Uratteu,
I as the head, is a camp

j

X

It will not cost you anything to open an
account with us. You can deposit as little and

Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats in

the nicest

0

by

check?

CHILDREN'S

Summer Underwear and

X

and pay what few bills you have to pay

F. PLUMMER,

a*

Company

Paris Trust

Yourself.

LADIES'

County.

of Oxford

Try One Pair and See for
J.

MAINE.

PARIS.

SOUTH

foot.

region

|

here.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

"Ease the First

*~s,

come

IS GROWING IN FAVOR EVERY YEAR. WE
HAVE THEM IN PATTERNS SUITABLE FOR
DINING ROOMS, SITTING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS, CHAMBERS AND HALLS.

N.

0«*u·

us on

building facing west.

■

Goods, Muslins, Lawns, Etc. at Closing Prices.

Summer

!

JatUer,

It ie

was

only four years
built, whereas

No man ever got a warmer reception
this state than will Commander
Peary, when he gets back to Maine with
the north pole.
in

THE ROAD TO SUCCESS

has many obstructions, but none so desperate as poor health. Succors to-day
demande health, but Electric Bitters is
the greatest health builder the world
has ever known. It compels perfect action of stomach, liver, kidneys, bowels,
purities and enriches the blood, and
tones and invigorates the whole system
Vigorous body and keen brain follow
their use. Tou can't afford to slight
Electric Bitters if weak, run-down or
sickly. Only 50c. Guaranteed by F. A
Shurtleff & Co.

I

TOILET GOODS.

I

As you

articles.

>

I

|
I

no

doubt know,

we

make

We have all kinds at

a

specialty

a

prices.

S. B. 4 Z. S. PRINCE,

All the standard makes of Talcums, Cold Creams,
Complexion Preparations, Toilet Waters, Perfumes,
Bath Goods, Things for the Hair, Manicure Supplies,
Rubber Goods and Sundries.
Come

}

to

us

large variety

You will find

for whatever you need.
to select from.

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY. MAINE.

a

AT THE PHARMACY OF

Fall Clothes.

i F.A.SHURTLEFF&CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

)

F.

A.

SntBTLEFF

A

F.

CO.

A.

A

8HCBTLEFF

The first of the

CO.

I*

IwWT

Norway

Capital, $50,000

styles

for young

goods always

on

hand

the

special

quieter

qualities.

Marx Clothes.

TOP

COATS.

chilly evenings

suggest

a new

complete.

top

coat.

We've

two

$10.00 and $16.00.
FUR

It'» not too

strong

of

Home

Our stock of these garments is full and

Surplus, $25,000.
$25,000.

A GOOD PLACE TO COOL OFF.
of the

are

is

Store

MEN'S

a

some

men

At this time of year,

Of Norway, Maine.

We want to remind you of

We have
very neat.
and other styles for those of

stripes

Hart, Schaffner &

National Bank

Undivided Profits,

showing.

early

H. B.

COATS.

to think of Fur Coats.

As usual

we

make

FOSTER,

ONE PRICE CLOTHIEK,

r

NORWAY,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

:

Orangeade, Root Beer, Ginger Ale, Sarsaparilla, Coca Cola, Sodas, all flavors.

BALD~MOUîiTAIN.

blues with self

This

We are prepared and willing at all times to make loans
upon approved security to our local merchants, manufacturYou do not have to be a depositor
ers, farmers and others
with us to obtain a loan. It is our policy to keep our investments at home where we know all about them and where
the money so loaned will assist in the support and upbuilding of the community. No loan is too small for our consideration.

j

packet

new

tastes.

Eastern Steamship Company. "Cook's" Ice Cream Parlor.

Saturday
Village,
taining
please

else ; it's apt to be a source of more than usual satisfaction
because it's first. The new suit fabrics are exceptionally attractive.
smart

LOCAL LOANS.

in clothes is like the first of any-

season

thing
The

The

Sincerely,

Yours

of fine toilet

wide range of

j

Blac^

the first floor in center of
We shall have there a fine
exhibit of shoes. No goods sold there, but if you
wish to purchase footwear of any kind, call at the
store and you will find what you want at the
right price. Tou will be welcome at both places
whether you wish to purchase or not. We carry
at all times one of the largest stocks of all kinds
of footwear in the state. You can find what you
Tou will find

Squares and Rugs

Art

Admission of Young Scholars.
Born.
The superintending school committee
rules governing
has
Paris
îf
adopted
to (he wife of Howard
In
Bumford
Fall*,
have
L»juid preparations for tbe fair
those just attaining school age, as folMille', a eon.
^en coming in some for the past few
the wife of Wallle F.
to
In
South
Rumfonl,
lows:
Clark,a son.
iays, but some of it has failed to reach
All scholars wishing to enter the
I.
In Noiwsy, Sept 7, to the wife of George W.
Cole;
Sheriff
its destination.
Deputy
Battles, a eon.
jraded schools of the town of Paris who
seized and libeled four lots of liquor
In South Parle, Sept. 3, to the wife of John
income of school age, four weeks or
Three
and
I.
packages,
Saturday.
Segar, a son.
Friday
ater, after the fall term commences
names,
fictitious
to
addressed
apparently
of the
the
until
wait
inust
beginning
he took at the station, and one from the
Married.
mmmer term, unless the teacher tinds
was
who
person
carrying it. The ; them
to carry on the
fully
qualified
I In Fryeburg, Sept. 4, by Bey. S. T. Livingston,
amounts ranged from one to three galwork with those who entered at the beMr. Alvln D. Merrill and Mies Susan M. Walker,
i ns of hard stuff.
both of Fryeburg.
ginning of the fall term.
Brunswick.
In Porter, Sept. 1, by Rev. Mr. Jewett, Mr
or
over
five
who
are
Theodore Twitchell, guide.
II. All scholars
The Fan Tans made a surprise party
Fred S. demons of Porter and Miss Mary L.
j'en. Direct, by Direct Kelly, I R Morrill Brune
terra
summer
of
the
i
the
last
at
beginning
call on Miss Catherine G. Briggs
wick.
Jewett of Brownflild.
enter the school and continue as a
atehen. by King Greenland, I RII
In Stow.
iertrude
by Bev. Wm. P. Baker, Mr.
Tbis outlines some of the features of { Wl'lts C. Aug. 37,
Monday evening, meeting at Mrs. W. P.a nay class
Morrill. Brunswick.
!
until the beginning of the fall
Bryant of Chatham Center, Ν. H., and
! new
Norton's and going up the hill in
Pond region. Custom may Miss Ethel B. Gapttll of Stow.
the
Pine Tree Stables, Lewiston.
Shagg
Hall
Ca'ne,
he,
such scholars will continue
I
lelT lute rest, bg, by Interest, Pine Tree Stables stale its less than infinite variety, and it I In Mexico, Aug 31, by N. ti. Foster. Est)., Mr.
body. It was a real surprise, too. It term, then with
the entering class.
Albert W. Small and Miss Flora E. Kennerson,
Lewistou.
was also a
masquerade and costume their work scholars
is doubtful if its scenes, beheld every { both
SUbles.
Pine
Tree
of Mexico.
are subject to the La Colbert, bg, by Culbert,
III. All
of the three hundred and alzty-five, I In Rumford, Sept 6, by Rev. J. A. LaFlamme.
party, and the "rigs" were ooncocted
Lewiston.
day
with that skill for which the Fan-Tans state law in regard to attendance.
!< tuey, br in, Koscoe Smith, Auburn.
would have that same appeal to the Mr. Napoleon Bourrassa and Miss Loura Cayer,
Bob Patch, R D Waitf, Lewiston.
ΊΓβ noted, some of the effects being alwhich they possess at separate in- I both of Rumford.
Jonst.ntlne Jr, be. by Constantlne, C Burrill. spirit
I In Rumford, Sept 6, by Rev J. A. LaFlamme,
The caller· went promost startling.
but as yet its devotees turn Mr. Plerie Parte and Miss
Albion Keith Spofford.
Ida Fortler, both of
tervals,
Aehlaml.
vided for the occasion, and served Welsh
br m, John Nichols, Canaan, their
ocit
on
all
Rumfonl.
toward
«aggie
tiogash,
poseible
steps
In the death of Albion Keith Spofford
In North Paris, Sept. 8, by Charles B. Benton,
coffee. Festivities
and
interest
undiminished
rarebit, fruit an·!
with
suscasions,
Vt.
has
tbe class of 1S>04, Bates College,
«eilie Bogash, br m. F Β Knapp, Canaan,
Keq., Mr. Frank C. Kimball of North Parts and
continued until qi ite a late hour.
Ν Η. zeal.
MUs Bessie A. Hazelton of Sumner.
tained a loss, the extent of which will be "elle Cander, b m. Ε M Bray. Wbltefleld.
Uillie Morse, ch s, C Τ McNally, Oroveton, Ν Η.
the
as
by.
pass
years
A hearing was held at the court realized only
Maine News Notes.
Purse ·230.
A man of marked ability and strong Free For All, Trot and Pace.
Died.
house Wednesday before Hon. A. S.
b s, br Johnnie Wilkes, Ueorge
our midst
Johnnie,
from
Little
has
be
Elliot'
of
sharacter,
passed
Kimball as referee, in the case
Bonnallie, Lewiston.
a brilliant future seemed
when
I
M.
a
time
»t
Bath.
Lewis
19
old
and
beIn
BrownQ
vs.
Power*.
Id, Sept. I, infant daughter of Mr.
M. Lute, administrator,
years
3 urtb, b s. by Red Heart, Dr.
Joseph Burwood,
9
nature with unNorthland Bouton, b g, by Alclayone, W A Nel- longing in White Rock,
was instantly and Mrs. John Bandall, aged days.
Mann. E. C. Park of Bethel wa< coun- assured. Endowed by
Ια
Norway, Sept. 6, Mrs. Hannan, wife of A.
son. South Paris.
strove to place
killed in the paper mill in Westbrook K. Hill,
sel for the plaintiff, and Hon. James S. u ma I moral force, he
53 years, 3 months, β days.
b m, by Bayard Wilkea, Pottle Jfc
aged
Foster,
iue
aland in doing this he h»d
Tuesday morning, being caught in the In Norway, Sept 9, Miss Electra M. Brown,
Wright for Mann. The action is one of duty first,
Wiggin, Portland.
on a ! ready been marked as a leader of men.
aged 70 years.
Silk Patchen, br m, bv Joe Patctwn, I R Morrill II shafting.
trespass, for cutting the growth
Brunswick.
of
a
tbe
sunny
possession
lot of land in Bethel. The real question Fortunate in
El Oalo. b g. Pine Tree Stables, Lewiston.
made
he
of
the
French-American
soMembers
many
is
and genial disposition
i* as to the title to the land, and it
Louise Bashrord, b m, by Basbford, C R «arch
cieties in the cities and towns of Maine
Somereworth, Ν Η.
complicated somewhat by claims under friends.
was honorhe
worth
Preceps, blk g. John Dawson, Plymouth, are making arrangements to descend on
his
For
one
hand,
sterling
"adverse posses-ion," on the
he was admired,
the college town of Brunswick in Octoaud by tax titles on the other. The de- ed, for his brilliancy
Robert p, ch g. Ρ Ε Littlefleld, Rochester. N II.
Fare fl.OO one wsyi 99.OO Bound Trip.
he was loved. Queen Inez, br m, by Rex Americanus, C Bur-1 ber. During that
morth the Cause
ceased claimant for whom the plaintiff and for his companionship
8t* te rooms ft OO.
class
the
will be in conveation there.
rill, Ashland.
National
tbeiie
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Recognizing
formerly
appears as administrator
ch s, D M Roeebrook, Lancaster, I
"Governor Dingley" or
well of 1904 mourn· its loss, and extends to Islander,
Stdamahips
a
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Mann
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>n
Η.
Ν
Connecticut,
Paul, the 12-year-old son of Mr. and "Bay State" leave Franklin Wharf,
its heartfelt sym- Bo: aldo, ch g, C A Moulton. Plymouth. Ν A.
known manufacturer living at West his bereaved family
Common Voter, b », Η Ε Well·, Laconla, Ν Η. Mrs. Herbert Eye of Calais, was ac- Portland, week daya at 7 P. μ., for BoaParis. The report of the referee will be pathy.
Ρ Ο, b g. Stuart Mackee, Berlin, Ν Η.
cidentally shot and killed at Woodland ton.
F. W. Rounds,
made at tbe October term of court.
Brownette. br m, Pine Tree subies, Lewiston.
Friday while hunting with a party of
VlRABKL M ORISON,
Returnlns
young friends. A bullet from a 22for the clasa of 1904, Bates College.
NIGHT ON
Mrs. S. C. Ordway entertained tbe
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week
calibre rifle entered his forehead, causclass
School
her
of
of
Benton
ladies
Sunday
Alex.
yonag
On » lonely night
instant death.
at
daya at 7 p. m., for Portland.
Maine loses one of ita beet-known edu- Port Edward, Ν. Y., climbed Bald ing
together with some of tbe young men
ber home Tuesday evening, and a pleas- cators in the death on Monday of Wil- Mountain to the home of a neighbor, torThrough tickets on aale at principal
In a runaway accident at Houlton FriA novel feature liam H. Brownson, superintendent of tured
ant time was enjoyed.
Asthma, bent on curing him day, Earl Brittain, of New Limerick, railroad atationa.
by
the
of the evening's entertainment was
with Dr. King'· New Discovery, that was instantly killed. A pair of young
schools in Portland.
Freight ratea aa low aa other linea.
illustrating by each one of a booklet on
had cured himself of asthma. This horse· with which he waa returning from
furwas
"Vacation Days." Each one
soon relieved and the railroad station became
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
medicine
wonderful
CALL.
UP
A HURRY
frightened
Later it and
nished with a booklet having its pages
Portland, Me.
box quickly cured his neighbor.
bolted,
throwing out the young man.
Mr.
illustra
Druggist—Quick!—A
the
of
Quick!
marked with the title·
cured his son's wife of a severe lung He was 18 years old.
Arnica Salve—Here'· a
Bucklen's
of
of
transportameans
the
the
as
it's
Millions believe
tions, such
greatthe love of Moses, hurry! trouble.
tion employed to reach tbe vacation quarter—For
est Throat and Lung care on earth.
Hugh McGratb, section boss on the
of the Baby's burned himself, terribly—Johnfavorite
the
occupation
place,
Colds, Croup, Hemorrhages Maine Central, was instantly killed in the
afternoon, in South Paris
nie cut his foot with tbe axe—Mamie*· Coughs,
are surely cured by it. West Commercial Street yard at Portvacation, etc. A magazine was furnish- 1
Sore
and
Lungs
a brown
book conwalk from pile·—Biled each, and from tbe magazine pictures scalded—Pa can't
and
land
ran
over
Whoopfor
Best
Fever,
by
Grippe
Wednesday
by
Hay
being
has boila—and my corns ache. She
a small amount of
bottle
were to be cat and pasted In their ap- II»
Trial
money.
and
coal
He
6C
50c
cars.
was
about
some
#1.00.
empty
of got it and soon cured all the family. ing Cough.
leave same at the
free. Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff Λ years of age and leaves a wife, five Finder
propriate page· in the book. Some
Sold,
on earth.
healer
the
It'·
artistic,
greatest
the results accomplished were
Democrat office.
Co.
daughters and three sons.
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&nd all were entertaining and amusing. by P. A. Shurtleff A Co.
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The com shop commenced the seaed recently:
>
While many
eon's work this week.
"Where Is Shag Pond? In what town
How large? Stocked with what kind ο Γ actes of com have been rained bv the
fl«li? So much appears as to its visitors August frost·, the aeaaon'· crop will be
John A.
a very good one it i· reported.
many desire to learn of it."
Attention to the reat-givine qualifie: Roberts h a· charge of ordering the com
of a temporary residence by the shore 01 to the factory.
The September term of the Norway
Shagg Pond has cansed a postponemen t
of the reply to the question, which i ) Municipal Court was held at Judge
Jones' office on Tuesday. No ■trials but
was desired to give somewhat in fall
some new cases en'ered and a few old
even at the risk of repeating some thing
matters closed.
which have been said before.
It is reported that owing to the sickWei), then, Shagg Pond (note the tw< >
please, which are preferred by iti ness of the present treasurer of the Nor
requenterx) is in tbe eitreme east υ Γ way Savings Bank there will soon be a
see
new.
the town of Woodstock. Lying as nea
change in the officers. It is understood
tbe
center of Oxford Coun there are several candidates for the position which pays $1,100.
ty as could be located in so irregular
Work is progressing rapidly on the
territory is a miniature wilderness ol
bills and rugged mountains,. omainint ; new Grange Block on Whitman Street.
five or six ponds of various sites. Bj With all finished and the society occupylaying a ruler on the map it can be seer ing the building in early winter onterth*t one could travel in a straight line tainments will be in order.
Former County Commissioner Edward
about twelve miles from the county road
P. Faunce of Oxford was in town tbU
near Bryant's Pond to the Wortblej
Pond road in Peru, crossing in that dis week and made his friends a short call
tance only one highway. That highwaj He is much improved in general health.
Mrs. Charles W. Partridge, although
traverses this little wilderness in a gen
erally north and sooth direction, and of advanced years, is one of the town'*
She thinks
passes within a short distance of tb< well known pedestrians.
shore of Shagg Pond.
nothing of walking from her Norway
To reach Shagg Pond from the south
Lake home to the village of Norway,
we go through Redding in the north· calling on her friends and shopping, and
western corner of Sumner, the pood be< returning before dinner. She says the
mornings are
ing about a mile and a quarter beyond beautiful September
the Redding post office. If one travel) wholly lost without such a walk.
he
the
in
that
of Frye
Charles
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Simeon
direction,
beyond
pond
goes up over "Granite Ledge," through buig were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. S
about two miles of unbroken forest, Jason Marr during the week.
They
until on the other side of the divide the drove over from their Fryeburg home.
ΜΔΙΝΙΟ
PARIS,
roads fork, the one on tbe left going in Mr. Charles is over eighty years of age,
SOUTH
the direction of East Milton and Ab- but as young as one of sixty if you judpe
bott's Mills, and tbe one on the right him by his work.
Thomas Smiley was in town at bis
past Concord Pond toward Dickvale and
West Peru.
None of these roads are Norway store this week, looking after
C
automobiles
occathe business.
boulevards, though
travel
them
F.
Stewart's
Dr. Wentworth
lecture,
sionally
As for size, Shagg is a little one. Ap- "Hitching to a Star," at the Opera
it
well
round
in
is
abont
was
attended.
week
this
House
very
proximately
shape,
half a mile in length, and about the same
Col. M. A. Dunham is much pleased
in width. It is in fact so small that tbe with the thought that be has made the
eyes of nature lovers for years looked snowshoes that Commander Robert E.
It is Peary wore when be was walking about
over it without seeing it at all.
small enough so that a troll around it at the North Pole.
before breakfast is just enough to get
Mrs. Hannah E. Gammon Hill, wife of
warmed up, and the distance across is so A. Kinsman Hill, died at her Otlsfield
that
tbe
man
who
has
a
inconsiderable
home, of cancer, Monday, Sept 6. She
camp on tbe back side is only a short was the daughter of Seba and Jane Frost
row from the road.
Gammon. She was bom in Norway
Shagg Pond lies deep in the basin May 31, 1854 Her husband and three
among the wooded bills, with an outlet children survive her. Services at her
through a narrow valley to the south- late home Wednesday morning, Rev. B.
east. On its northern side tbe wall of S. Rideout officiating.
Interment at
the basin is formed by two rugged hill», Riverside Cemetery.
Samuel H. Hayden and family closed
bearing tbe appropriate even if unpoetic
names of Bald Mountain and Speckled their lake cottage this week and returnhome.
Mountain.
ed to their Haverhill, Mass.,
Bald Mountain throws up an over- With their auto and motor boat they enravine
a
tilled
cliff
above
cavern
much.
lake
hanging
cottage very
joy life at their
piled with immense rocks, the debris The most of the summer is passed at the
left by Titanic forces. This ravine with cottage by the family each year.
its piles of massive rocks and underlying
the
Mrs. Addie M. Rowe is stopping at
to
caves presents a scene which can not be the Glen Ellis House, Jackson, Ν. H.,
matched in kind in the famed White during September.
a
Mountain region.
As the motor boat in which Merle
Among tbe crags of
the mountain the eagles nest, and above Russell was enjoying the afternoon on
its summit they circ'e in the sun. Deer the lake ran on to a stump he was thrown
sport upon its ledges, and from its elopes forward. His foot came in contact with
the voice of tbe bear is heard at night.
thejnotor which was broken and hie
a
Speckled Mountain raises its rugged foot badly wounded.
southern face to a height of thirteen
Mrs. Eugene Russell of Lowell, Mass.,
the pond, the is with her Norway people and friends
hundred feet above
caress
monarch of the region. Now rony with ! for a short visit.
the morning light, now smiling in green
George H. Bennett was at Portland
and tender gray under the summer sun, and Falmouth the first of the week with
now with its dark cliffs frowning in deep his sister.
shadows, anon with tbe storm cloud
H. Price Webber's dramatic company
lowering on its peaks, it has all the will be at the Opera House during the
moods of a willful woman, and it is diffi- fair days. The Norway people are alcult to believe that it has not a living ways pleased to have this company visit
...
...
spirit. On its precipitous southern face Norway, as they always feel sure somethe mountain climber may find a real thing grand is at band.
even if limited opportunity to exercise
Many Norway citizens visited at AuFurnisher,
his skill, and from its summit may be burn and Lewiston the past week and
beheld a large expanse of "God's coun- attended the state fair.
try," much of it unmarked by traces
<
Henry N. Brown, wife, and daughter,
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
of man.
left for Broken Bow, Neb., Wednesday
the
mountain
from
But to come down
afternoon. They have sold their farm,
Telephone 106-3.
As the Englishman the David Holt place, and all farm and
tops to business.
kill
and
out
it's
a
fine
let's
to
go
household goods, and have gone
says,
day;
Ck
stay.
Bernice M. Nash is with her grandsomething. Otherwise we couldn't enjoy to the full tbe beauties of nature. parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Nash, at
There's another part to the inquiry, East Raymond, for a short visit.
namely, with what kind of fish is the
The ladies of the white ribbon observed Cradle Roll Day at the home of the
pond stocked?
And that's rather a poser. As far as president. Mrs. C. N. Tubbs, on Main
A COMPLETE LINE OF
tbe writer's personal experience goes, it Street, Wednesday afternoon.
There
is principally stocked with small but was a large attendance.
and
fat hornpout, good eating in spite of the
Mrs. Lena P. Gray and son of Rock«
_i.
irM
r
τ
needless prejudice against them, but a •inuii nie ^ucoid νι uoi
omwi)
Gilbert.
beastly fish to dress.
However, to be serious, there are some
Minnie Frost, who for a few weeks ban
good pickerel in the pond, and occasion- been with friends in Brunswick, returnally one of them gets caught. And dur- ed Saturday after a very pleasant visit.
ing the past few years our paternal state
P. P. Knight and family, after a very
and national governments, through the pleasant summer at the lake, have reintercession of those specially interested, turned to their home in Mancheater-byhave been supplying young trout and tbe-Sea, Mass.
salmon. A few of them, which have
Mrs. John C. Shepard is with her peogrown to good size, have been takeD ple at her Vermont home.
from the pond during the early fishing
Helen Pike is in Dover, Ν. H., where
this year. And there have been in its she was called last week by the sickness
depths, from time immemorial, some of a relative.
monster trout, only one or two of which
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Brown of Porthave ever been caught. If you don't land are with relatives and friends in
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
MARKET
other
or
ask
Bill
believe it,
Jones,
any
town during their vacation.
There is no reason why, in time,
man.
Mrs. C. W. Palmer is with her sister at
this should not develop into good fishing Lovell Center.
Miss Electra M. Brown died very sudterritory ; but frankly, as yet it is good
fishing only for the true fisherman, who denly Thursday night while making
rinds hie delight more in performance preparations to retire, at C. Π. Adams'
F. A. 8HFBTLEFF * CO.
F. A. 8HVRTLEFF * CO.
than in results.
where she made her home. Miss Brown
the daughter of Titus 0. Brown,
was
and was born in Norway. For some
Having thus detailed the natural feattime her home was in Portland, but she
ures of the plac·*, it may be well to sumof late. Her
marize the artiilcial development of the has been at Mr. Adams'
I
for rest and recreation. age was 70 years.
as a
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Dayton

Ν.

NORWAY.

a«k

feel comfort
You begin
instant your foot enters
"QUEEN QUALITY" SHOE.

Robert P, ch g, Ρ Ε LittleUeld. Rochester, Ν IL
Ranter Ο, bg. by Harry G, C Burrill, Ashland.
Helm Early, bs, C Burrill, Ashland.
Islander, l) M Ro<e· rook, Lancaster. Ν Η.
Boraldo, C, A. Moulton Λ Co., Plymouth, Ν Η.

grounds begin
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As to Staff Pood.
correspondent of the Democrat
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Brunswick.

Alberta (1, b in, Pine Stables, Lewiston.
Priuce Alphondly, be, by Alphondly, Pine
Tree Stables. Lewiston
Alcy Bell, bg, by Alcymont, Pine Tree Stables,
Lewiston.
Payhne. bg. by Ouline. A Ε Russell, Water·
ville.
Rolaud AxU'll, br s, by Robin, J H Jenncss.
West Powaal.
Louise Bashtord, b in, by Bashtord, C Κ
March, Somersworth, Ν Η.
Γουν Nelson, ch m, by Nelson, Chas. I'ouileau,
Watervllle.
Black Preceps, blk g, Johu Dawson, Plymouth,

8.30 ClasM, Trot and Pace. Purse «200.
Belle Cander, b m, Ε M Bray, Whitelield, Ν Η.
Πιβ Enchanted, bin, by Idolita, John Flanders.
ness.
Lancastt-r, Ν U.
Dandy Joe, blk g, by Francisco, W A Nelson
Charles K. Elder was at his summer
South Paris.
Miss Marhome here over Sunday.
American Blossom, br m, by Am. law. Mountain View Farm, South Paris.
to the
guerite Elder returned
Attorney at Iaw, bg. by Am. Law, Mountain
home in Maiden, and Mrs. Elder is now
View Farm, South Parts.
one of the
the
remaining
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wick.
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CLOSING OUT SALE

Cream, served in several different ways.
Confectionery, a fresh and up to date line.
Ice

We also make
Nut· of AH Kinds, in the shell.
Salted Nuts and Cocoanut Goods.

a

specialty

REMEMBER Oar Cocoanut Cakes, 8c. per dozen.

ο

LADIES'
$3.00

REVELATION

and $3.60 Pat Colt and Vici Kid Oxfords,
Sale Price $2.25. C and D wide.

W. O.
L. P. COOK, South Paris, Me.
Telephone B7*ll.

OXFORDS.

Frothingham,

SOUTH

PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

msmism column.

The Land of

The First Prize.__

"

Puzzledom.

in life's contest is robust health. For sixty years, the
true "L. F."Atwood*8 Bitters have safeguarded the
You can always
health of thousands of families.
depend on them to promptly relieve constipation,
is
indigestion and bilious attacks. Try them ; that A
all we ask. Results will prove convincing enough.
bottle for 35c. and only a teaspoonful to a dose.

No. 615.—Riddle.
I live In the air. 1 am found in the sea
The prairie broad and grassy lea.
The earth and heavens are home to me
But in the day 1 always hide;

large

Ever in darkness 1 abide.

No. 618.—Charades.

FOR SALE.
good young

Three

1.

weigh-

horses,

Also

ing between 1200 and 1500.
four young cows.

1L
My first of the body forms

HIRAM M. BERRY,
R. F. D. i, South Paris.

3itf
•

My first is an Immature man,
And easily guess this you can.
On my second he'll lie
•
As the hours swiftly fly,
And the two make trade's greatest ban

"S3T· Early
>

Risers

Purest Flour

little pilla·

The purity of William Tell flour is
due to the costly equipment and exceptional care to keep the grain and
Hour clean.
The wheat is stored in hermetically
sealed tank· at the big mills of Ansted
& Burk Co.
Before grinding, it is cleaned six
time*.
Neither grain nor flour ever touches
anything but the bright, clean surfaces of dust-proof machinery. Even
the flour bags are sewed up by

çîort Ραι;\

c4;uKistn.

cBafikior.

chaser to

an

and

goods

the

rights of the

the

of

examination

quality

test of their

a

pur-

Full satisfaction

N. D. Bolster Co.

President.

FOLEYSKIDNEYCUM
fcfcw

Bangor.

Augusta,

Portland,
31 43

PLE3ASE

Kidneys and Bladder Bight

anything

MIND!

In

Keep

When in want of

in our linen give

call.

lis a

WE SELL

WE CAN' SAVE YOU MONEY.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

Impervious,

try imitations.

Turpentine,

Brushes.

and Sherwin-Williams.

Don't

TUB TIME TESTED KIND.

roofings.

Roofing—The best of all

Paroid

Milligan,

Heath Λ

Putty, Nails,

Linseed Oil,
Varnishes,

Floor Paints,
House Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Barn Paints,
Floor Finish,
Boof Paints,
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
Our paints include

by

For Sale

F. L. SHAW,

The kind that lasts.
to order.
Have jour veranda screened iD.
hinges, &c.

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make

Regular

sizes of doors in

We sell wire screen

Wheelbarrows- We have

Telephones

a

and Electrical

stock.

cloth, spring

Call and see them.

few first class wheelbarrows.

sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

Supplies—We

best for automobiles and

telephones.

Pari».

DO YOU WANT GOOD PAINT

**

Finest Locition and

Equipment, j

for you auci after graduation place you in a posiAllow us to arrange a
tion. Out of Three Hundred and Eighty calls for help the past year we could only
174. The 11M»9 Catalogues are now ready. Send for one. Address

■upply

BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

it is,
sand and makes

build, specify—

It is

When

fine that 85

•j

standard 200-sieve—
any other brand.
Develops more strength per square inch when
hard set, because it is freest from coarse particles
which cost at the cement rate, but bind no better
Made by exact scientific methods,
than sand.
*
every pound guaranteed and

per cent,

10

of it

through

passes
per cent more

than

—

Ask your dealer why and how

or write

desirable

^'.ùboXubi. *.««un» ™°0°:
chafing-dish
ο,

«
supper

for the ideal

g

herself.

to

L

II.

III.

SCORE

NAVY

SPAR

CATER

A R Κ A

PANE

OTHER

VEER

ANNA

REEVE

TARD

REAR

Abernethy, the great English physaid, "Watch your kidneys.

affected, life is Id danger." Foley's Kidney Remedy make·
healthy kidneys, corrects urinary irregularities, and toaes up the whole
are

F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Nervous Friend—I almost fancy you've
Hadn't you better
run into some one.

stop?
Experienced Driver—What for? The
car's running beautifully. I can tell In
a minute if anything'* damaged.

direct to us for freebook.

Bloodine Liver Pills cure Sick Head-

ache·, BiliousBees, Dizziness, Dyspepsia
aod Constipation. 25c. a box, mailed
by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.

SOUTH

Teacher (quoting)—"Man

Organs.

wants

but
you

little here below"—Tommy, can
finish the quotation?
Tommy Tucker—' But he wants it
when he wants :t, and be wants it mighty

bad."

WARNING.

Square

Organs.

$35.
playerpianos.

jr.

Bllllnge

util

llooli,

$175.

is] f

By Albert P»y*on Terhune
Η Ε
wan

wnr

18^2

of

on!

England,

as

ever, had boundless credit, unlimited wealth to
draw upon, all
the men, arms
and equipment
necessary. Thousands of her soldiers and sailors

"reading"

the

flag*

or

letters,

and your weight resting entirely
your heels.
The course must be short, as the
comrace must be run entirely on the
srtMn
petitors' heels. This would^ not
on

1200 In Kl M

wars,

America, on the
contrary, could
hariusom.
muster but a beggarly force on land and sea. was sore
pressed for money and still further
hampered by Internal dissensions.
^

ν

PERSON bringing the largest number
of-this entire advertisement to Hobbs'

THE

Variety Store, Norway, Saturday, March

5, 1910, at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20. King
Kineo Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask
your friends to begin to save this advertise-

men
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EGOS.

Melt one teaspoon of butter in thf
blazer, turn in one-half cup of thin cream,
aud when bubbling, add four <-ggs, one
at a time from a saucer.
Sprinkle with
salt and paprika, finish tbe choking over
the hot-water pan. When the white is
tirm. remove them carefully to slices of
toast and pour the cream over them.

et," IkuI taken the warpath in Indiana
and Nov. 7. 1811, had been routed at
1 ippecanoe by General Harrison, governor of Indiana, in a bloody battle.
An elderly and not especially competent Revolutionary veteran, Henry
Dearborn, was appointed commander
In chief of the United States forces.
The subordinate generals chosen to
serve under him were also past worthy
Dearborn, apRevolutionary relics.
parently forgetting that far greater
American leaders than he had failed
to capture Canada, made that Domin-

ion the object of his tirst campaign's
General Hull, governor of
attack.
Michigan, had served with credit in
He was placed in
the Revolution.
command of 2.000 men and sent across
the Detroit river Into Canada. July 12.
•1812, to begin the Invasion. lie eutered Canada with the object of storming Fort Maiden, eighteen miles beyond. Rut the expedition was a disastrous tizzie and accomplished nothing. for meantime the British general,
Brock, had swept down from Canada
with a swarm of regulars and Indians,
had crossed the border, attacked and
captured Mackinaw (our powerful barrier against invasion from the northwest) on July 17 and then marched to

Hull retreated
Fort Maiden's relief.
before him. recrossed the river and
sought safety in the fort at Detroit.
Brock on Aug. 9 followed and demanded the surrender of Detroit. The garrison was strong and well provisioned;
but. to the whole nation's dismay. Hull
figure."
meekly surrendered on Brock's threat
He—American
girls who marry to turu loose his savage allies in masforeign titles don't deserve any credit.
sacre upon the women and children of
She—They don't ask any; they pay
the place. This was the first of many
cash.
terrible blows to our national pride.
A NARROW ESCAPE.
Hull was court martlaled for cowardEdgar N. Baylise, a merchant of ice In thus yielding Detroit to the Brittwo
Robinsonville, Del., wrote: "About
ish and condemned to be shot, but
years ago I was thin and sick, and in view of Ijis Revolutionary services
not
I
did
if
and
the
time,
cotighcd all
he was later pardoned.
have consumption, it was near to it. (
failure,
after
Hull's
Dearborn,
commenced using Foley's Honey and
to Invade Canada at a point
planned
am
and
I
it
and
cough,
my
stopped
Tar,
now entirely
well, and have gained near Niagara. But hundreds of soltwenty-eight pounds, all duo to the good dlers mutinied, declaring the war was
results from taking Foley's Iloney and merely one of defense, refusing to set
Tar." F. A. SburtlefT & Co.
foot across the border. For this vile

PATTIES.

of white sauce
tablespoons
Whereupon the eminent official became
hot butter, add two cups of thin cream,
real peevish. "Look here, doctor," he
and when emooth, add the salmon. If
burst out, "now you're talking just like
to be served as plain creamed salmon,
my wife!"
dish as soon as hot; if in the patty
shells, beat sauce and fish till like a
Drop by drop the offensive discharge
caused by XaRal Catarrh falls from the
paste, and heap it in tbe patties.
back of the nose into the throat, setting
WITH LOBSTEB SAUCE.
BOILED FISH
up an inflammation that is likely to
medium
from
one
the
meat
llave ready
The most
mean Cbronie Bronchitis.
sized lobster cut in small pieces, and
remedy for Catarrh is Ely's
Use satisfactory
two pats of butter rolled in flour.
Cream Balm, and the relief that follows
any fltra fish free from fine bones—hali- even tbe first application cannot be told
but, red snapper, etc. Cut in email in words. Don't suffer a day longer
half inch slices of uniform shape. The from the discomfort of Nasal Catarrh.
trimmings will do for another dish. Cream Balm is sold by all druggists for
Nearly fill the blazer with water, add 50 cents, or mailed by Ely Bros., 50 Warone tablespoon of lemon juice, and one
ren Street, New York.
Lay in the tish and
teaspoon of salt.
let it cook gently, covered about fifteen
"Who gave the bride away?"
"Her little brother. He stood right
minutée, or till firm. While this is cookin
another
of
cream
heat
one
ing,
cup
up in the middle of the ceremony and
dish, stir in tbe floured butter, season yelled, 'Hurrah, fanny; you've got him
with paprika and salt, add tbe lobster, at last!' "
and when bot pour it over the drained
TESTIFIES AFTER FOUR YEARS.
fish as you serve it.

G. Β. Bnrhans,
Carlisle Center, Ν Y
BUTTERED SHRIMPS.
write»·: "About four years ago 1 wrote
remove
and
a
can
of
shrimps
Open
you that 1 had been entirely cured of
any bit of skin or shell. Put two table- kidney trouble by taking two bottles of
spoons of butter in the blazer, and when Foley's Kidney Remedy, and after four
melted add the shrimps, a shake of payears I am again pleased to state that I
prika, tbe juice of half a lime, and half a have never had any return of those
Let them cook five
cup of water.
symptoms, and 1 am evidently cured to
minutes, add a few drops of Tabaeco 01 stay cured." Foley's Kidney Remedy
serve
at
and
any preferred sharp sauce,
will do the samo for you. F. A. Sburtonce.
leff & Co.
FROG'S LEGS A LA CREOLE.
"Why do you always go out on the
Wash, drain, and season six pairs of
balcany when I begin to sing, John?
legs, put them in a shallow dish, add Can't
you bear to listen to me?'1
four ripe tomatoes, skinned and sliced,
"It isn't that, but I don't want the
half a cup of mushrooms, cover again
to think I'm a wife-beater."
and cook until tender. Turo into a hot neighbors
dish and garnish with toaet points.
Hawk! Hawk! Hawk! your life away
FROG'S LEGS A I.A POULETTE.
if you prefer to rather than curing that
taking
by
Wash one dozen frog's legs and season terrible case of Catarrh
with salt and pepper. Put them in the Bloodine, which will cure you, large botfor
10c.
The
mailed
tles
50c., sample
chaflng-pan with two tablespoons of butBloodine Co., Inc Boston, Mass.
ter, and cook very slowly^ for ten
minutes, then add half a cup of water
With cap and bell» jingling, he burst
and one tablespoon lemon juic·, cover
and simmer until tonder. Remove the into the King's presence.
"Have you heard my last joke, your
leg* to a bot dish, add half a cup of
cream to the liquor left in the pan, and majesty?" he cried.
"I have," was tbe reply, as the royal
when boiling, stir in quickly the yolks
of two raw eggs slightly beaten, remove ax descended on the neck of the c>urt
at once, continue stirring until thicken- jester.
ed, then turn it over tbe legit. Serve on
Many people delude themselves by
toast and garnish with crisp bacon.
saying "It will wear away," when they
HASH.
notice symp'oms of kidney and bladder
Chop equal parts of cold, lean corned trouble. This is a mistake. Take
beef and boiled potatoes together until Foley's Kidney Remedy, and stop tbe
very fine. Put one large tablespoonful drain on the vitality. It cures backache,
of butter in the chafing-dish over the rheumatism, kidney and bladder trouble,
hot water, add one salt spoonful of pap- and makes every trace of pain, weakness,
rika and a few drops of onion juice. and urinary trouble disappear. F. A.
Turn in the minced mixture and stir it Shurtleff & Co.
well as it heats. Moisten it with water
When nearly ready stir in
or Btock.
"Why do you let your daughter play
another tablespoon of butter, cover, and tbe piano all day while you and your
let it simmer a few minutes longer, theu wife do the work?"
dish it as needed.
"Because it'· better thau havin' her
play it in tbe evenin' when me an' ma is
DEVILED BEEF.
in tbe sitting-room tryin' to rest."
Spread several slices of rare roast
beef with butter as you would bread,
Don't suffer with Sprains, Strains,
cover with a layer of mixed mustard, a
but use bloodine
Bruises or Pains,
little black pepper, and salt, a tableRheumatic Liniment and you will be reof
and
in
cook it
tbe
spoon
vinegar,
lieved in a minute, 25c. and 50c. a bottle.
obaflng-dish until il ourla.
The Bloodine Co Inc., Boston, Mas·.

"Tbe ice man left a lump of ice a
quarter of an hour ago," said tbe new

servant. "What shall I use to carry it
to the refrigerator?"
"A quarter of an hour ago," echoed
the housewife wearily. "You'd better

take

a

sponge."

HEALTH AND BEAUTY AID.
Cosmetics and lotions will not clear

your oomplexion of pimples and blotches
like Foley's Orino Laxative, for indigestion, stomach and liver trouble, and
habitual constipation.
Cleanses tbe
system and Is pleasant to take. F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.

$

Americans crossed from Lewiston to
where a larce

Queenstown, Canada,
I writ? HI

DIllIMJ

well·

lUUSSUU

IU

Llicva

With seloss the
vere
Americans
captured the buttery
ο f
Quecnstown
Heights and lield
the
position
tliom.

against
odds.

Free!

-

call your "heel bit" and
or
two lengths of stroug clothesline
light rope securely knotted to each
end of the stick form the reins. Grasp
the reins tirmly In your clinched lists
and draw the heel bit taut so that the
balls of your feet are off the ground

also were hardy
veterans of her
various recent

European

Free!

-

appropriately

ment for you.

"""JS Γ,ΐ«ΐ>«'

Do not be persuaded into taking anything but Foley's Honey and Tar for
chronio coughs, bronchitis, hay fever,
CREAMED TONGUE.
asthma, and lung trouble, as it stops the
After slicing from the best part of a
congb and heals the longs. 7. A. Shurtboiled tongue, cat tbe remnants fine, disleff «ft Co.
carding fat and gristle, and beat the
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
"Qosb, I guess those city folks meant minoe in a white sauce, using sufficient
what they said when they told us that to moisten well. Serve on toasted bisSecond hand pianos from $135 to
to ouy for New Year's present.
cuit.
they came up here to get a good rest.
Chairs
and
for
Stools,
$15, $25,
Nice instruments.
pianos
"They're taking it easy, eh?"
SPONGE DROPS WITH MACAROONS.
Here
"Taking it easy! I should say they
other muaical merchandise. Write for catalog of
Make a sauce with one cup of any
Would you believe It, not a one of
are.
a good trade in musical instruments.
'em has got out of bed before 6 o'clock fruit syrup or juice, thioken it slightly
with arrowroot or corn starch, having
any morning since they've been here."
first sweetened it to taste. Soften some
Bloodine Ointment cnrea Pile·, Eczema, dry macaroons in this sauce. Brown
Salt Rheum, Old Sore·, Fever Sore·, tbe under side of sponge drops in hot
Itch ana all Skin Irritation, 50c. a box, butter in the cbaflng-pan, lav them on a
mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Bos- disb, pat a macaroon on each, and serve
with some of tbe hot Irait sauce.
ton,

Large Stock of New Pianos and

A Year of Disaster

act the mutineers were loudly praised
A distinguished specialist in Washthe pence party. The sons of the
week or two by
was called upon a
ington
men who had died at Bunker IIIll and
Procure some nice patty shells, from
an eminent government official
by
ago
the confectioner's, if you have neither
starved at Valley Forge went pracfor treatment for a nervous ailment.
time nor skill for making them at home.
"The first thing you must do," said tically unpunished, and their example
Open a can of salmon and free it from the physician after an examination, "is was a needless setback to our counskin, bones, and liquor. Make one pint t > give up both smoking and drinking." try's cause. On Oct. 13 a band of
of
with two

Puzzledom.
No. 007.—I'ietl Couutries: 1. England.
2. Uerniauy. 3. France. 4. Canada. 5.
United States.
No. G08.—Riddle: Bee.
No. COI».-Word Syncopatious: 1. T-ribune, tuue. 2. K-even-ue, rue. 3. Ma
lad-y, may. 4. Be wild er, beer.
No. 010.—Charade: Kan, Tom—phantom.
No. 011.—Word Squares:

system.

XIX. -War of 1812
*

Free!

By looking at the accompanying
picture you will see Juet what Is needed to prepare for a heeling match. Λ
•to.ut broomstick for what you might

OJJJJ'JJJ

SCRAMBLED

When they

Skill Wins In a
The Wars of
Our Country Heeling Match.

The British navy consisted of 144,000
and more than 000 warships.
as they are nautically called, the observAgainst so much of this vast arma(un ie in watching
to
a
a
the
be
if
stranger, goes
the cbaf- er, book ship
ment as might be sent against us the
containing the name and numbig
ber of every ocean-going craft, and he United States could muster only twelve
of
picke out tlie name of tbe approaching good sized wnr vessels, with a total
ship io a jiffy. Then he turns to a con- 3ου guns, and some gunboats.
the
venient telegraph key, and, before
Already In 1811 Hrltlsh emissaries
Il tb« I· »««j.
Γ,Ϋ« ®"®Ρ'
has traveled more than a few cables'
had stirred up the Indians aloug the
H crackere are used instead ship
is
the
So-and-so
the
that
report
length
western frontier against the United
"coming up" is chalked on the "arrival" States. Tecumseh, the famous Shawed in the oven and be hot ai iue
blackboard of the maritime exchanges,
"The Prophand is known in shipping circles gener- nee chief, and his brother,

Sa°n7l."7&«.

—

sician,

A. W. Walker A. Son,

Pianos

1-5

quite

—

Dr.

a

Famous for Its Fineness

s

"Srït mo'ene^ar,

SÎ
£

No. 012.—Pictorial Code Rebus: Pictured objects—Bee, waru, lion, smear,
dust. Seuteuce—"Be sure and learu to
swim."
No. 013.—Certain Teas: 1. Adversity.
2. Curiosity. 3. Eternity. 4. Variety.
3. Brevity. 0. Necessity. 7. Honesty.
No. 014.—Added Letter Puzzle: Lute,
flute; able, fable; allow, fallow: ear,
fear; 111. till; lax. flax; ace. face; eel.
feel; lntue. flame; lint. Hint ; act. fact;
east, feast; law. flaw; lank, flank; rail,
frail; risk, frisk; lea, flea; air, fair;
etch, fetch; ire. fire.

you

EDISON
Portland Cement
so

eerve

««ag· *-*

Tog!

ERRED

cheaper

concrete.

S3£to

Jk

Finer than Standard
more

«β»

_«n

mel'lM»tablMPTOuiu! "butter
Wuisr

Covered with me
The dullest things look bright.
Λ contrast this.
From darkness Into light.

course

because it binds
and better

before the g®eet

SSÛÏÏ-SSA»,he

II.

FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 7, 1909.

more

■•JKtfSïïSï-ï
.®.t.

»

C°An>erican

^

ME·

eare

^T^makinïoTa^d rabbitj. jo-

Key

your cement the

ΡϊΛ'ϊίΚ^
Snïïfâdïh tok^pU
cb.fing-dl.b outfit
"Homplete
jjj.
chafing-dish, tr»y, flag

SALMON

PORTLAND,

to dl*
t0 have
.Up under the
hot will loeare

p

Sr/ggs
beaten

An article used by tuiliers.

The finer

hot-ytter

£ί & ''Hriîï S
SHSSriafci

No. 621.—Pictorial Puzzls.

118 commerce si.

KS!

tbe

piece

48

Largest Attendance.

uae

S^rHIPi^S

PainT

Largest Faculty.

:-sissg
Û "*«

mlnu.es belore
ally.—W. S. Quiglcy, In Harper's
Λ beverage and a consonant.
»
Weekly.
A consonant and a place of safety
Per
Discount for Truth.
Cent
Fifty
A boy's nickname, a vowel and pari
wblcb bave previously be.» «.«anted
Berkowitz and Sternberg,
traveling
chain.
de
tot tbe
salesmen, met on the train.
A fowl, a vowel and a number.
,be chei,e i.
"1 have just come from St. Louis,
An implement of punishment, im
vhere I did a tremendous business,"
pecunions and a boy's nickname.
said Berkowitz. "How much do you
l>. A girl's nickname and Yankee
think I sold?"
breakfast food.
"now should 1 know?" replied Stern10. A monarch aud one who angles
berg.
"Of course you don't know, but vhat
11. To box and to impel with oars.
are to be used they can be
do you guess?"
12. E(jual and to decay.
beforehand and g»ven a flu»'
"Oh, about half."
orhisk when ready for use, and a little
"Half of vhat?"
of tbe liquid added before they are turnNo. 618.—Beheadments.
"Why, half vhat you say."
"You are going ···♦·, my pretty maid?"
****
of
she flouted me. saucy Jade.
A Strenous Hint.
"I am going until 1 stop," eaid she,
"*** this 1 was In
He had been a regular Sunday caller
good company."
***** for six months when one evening he
11.
dropped in arrayed in a new suit.
i.
.bleb
cheese
W
It was my first visit west, and in tht
"That'e a lovely wedding suit you
remarked the dear girl.
morning we drove out to see the coun
In tbe have on,"
of
try. We greatly admired the growing
"Wby," gasped the astonished young
add
e pound ot tbe cheese cut
·····
The ···· wag grea^ bUt in spite into bits .nd
man; "t-this is a b-buitiness suit."
»»tll » » s-ttd.
the d. g. calmly, "I
"Weil," rejoined
of that one must ···, so ·* noon wt
To this add slowly half a cupxu
"
mean business.
or other liquid, •nd
went to a little village for dinner and
And the very uext day he put up
blended until creamy, put in tbe sea
drove home in time for ·.
of his hard earned wealth for a
half a teaspoonful ο dry mustard, $10.08
militnirn
half a teaspoonfu of
No. 619.—Transpositions.
^ ^
spoonful of paprika.
Early Ideals.
When the right word is set lu one ot
Slip
"Arthur,
dear,
why do you keep that
an
hot
the blauks the letters of the word ma;
cast of Venus eternally on
cheap
plaster
tb.
ol
iocb
uoder
*Mt,
be transposed to fill each of the reyour mantel?" asked the artist's bride.
rabbit and
maining blanks and make sense.
"It is to retain iny ideals of you, love,"
one
suake, which hi
caught a
It la nicer «oa.ted on answered the artist, "to retain the
put In au empty box, over which b« UUO BIUO UUI),
impression I bad before discovering the
tied a
of bis mother's, with tht
proportionate elements of linen bandkerchief, excelsior, horsehair and cotChafing· Dish Recipes.
creature would noi
hope that the
female
modern
the
ton batting in
escape to do
4.
5.
ti.
of a
7.
8.

LIQUID
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Have one tableepoon of butter heating
No. 620.—Riddle.
in tbe pan over hot water. Beat three
Both these verr.es may be answered
eggs slightly, shake In a little pepper,
by words sounding alike, but spelled turn
into the hot butter, and as they
differently.
cook, scrape toward the middle, ami
I.
when all is a quivering, jelly-like mass,
Covered by me,
sprinkle slightly with salt, and serve at
The prisoner bow.· his head.
ouce on wafers, toast or shortcakes.
ills fate is fixed;
His lifelong doom Is read.
EGOS POACHED IN CItEAM.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South

she whose fate was queen therelr
to be.
—Youth's Companion.

a eousouaut.

William Tell

110 pay-

or

Send for catalogue.

ment.

En..rUlnm«« with. Ctafl.l WA·

list· of

start

No. 617.—An Aviary.
Each of the following puzzles may b*
answered by the name of a bird. Ex
ample: A consonant and a rank or flleC-row. crow.
1. A time of darkness, a prepositiot
and a high wind.
2. Λ metal, part of a fish and one-ball
of a word meaning idle talk.
3. The young of a fowl, a vowel anc

having—

cept payment in advance.

«nss^S
rM-

After

machinery.

fore payment is required, we have,
for twenty-five years refused to ac-

or

:

baslne*· of handling «took quotation·
and financial report·, there la no revenue
•o profitable to the two telegraph com·
panlea of America aa that of chronicling
the arrivals and depart area of veaaela
via Sandy Hook. The Associated Press
and kindred organisations which .disseminate news to a chain of subscribing
newspaper» and agencies throughout tbe
country, tbe maritime exchanges which
fnrnish the tidings of vessels' movements and disaatera to their members
and to tbe varioua steamship companies
here and abroad, and tbe marine underwriters, commonly called insurance companies, are all fed and fostered by tbe
intelligence that tbe ever-alert sentry of
New Jersey's Siberian-like sand * pit and
hia assistants flash over tbe telegraph
wire.
Besides being adroit (p establishing
tbe identity of passing craft, all tbe
observers are expert telegraphers. First
of all, tbey eight an incoming ship in the
east offiog, or^eeaward toward the east
or south, and then tbey read the four
These
colored flags which she flies.
flags are part of tbe international code
of signals. By means of an internat ional
agreement every registered ocean vessel
has a certain set of signals to indicate
her name. Technically is is called her
"number.'1 No two vessels belonging to
the one company bave tbe same signals
hoist. The "house"
or distinguishing
flag, or pennant, which always flies from
tbe main truck, or should, is sufficient
to reveal tbe name of the craft's owners,
and the four smaller flag*, set in a
prominent position at (spring stay, gaff,
or trucks furnish the name of the vessel

sea

Fled

William Tell comes to you from
the mills with all the brilliant bloom
that only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on

be-

part,

III.
What all must have to live and yet ac
curst
Of those who tread it under foot—mj
«
first.
My second oft will vary
In purpose, make and size
To guard the warrior wary
From danger or eurprlse.
My whole Is known in story
Of good King Arthur's days,
A realm which got no glory.
Whose knights gained never praise
Whence with a gallant might across th<

"Of the various qualities of flour obtained from the same wheat, the lower
grades are those most contaminated
with grease, dirt, and objectionable
bacteria; the freedom of flour from
these, increases with its purity."
Prof. Wm. Jaco.
the w-U Atiuvu KuyUsh chemitt.

Recognizing

a

And so aoes my second too.
My third you cry with fright
My whole a vegetable grew.

Co*

SratrlM of an Ocaan'a Highway.
With the poaaible exception of the

terrible
General

Βπχ-k, fresh from
his victory at Decame
troit.
up
re-enforcewith
ments and tried
to drive t hem
from the heights.
but was driven
back and slain.
Put a fresh force
of English now
t lie
c h a r ffetl
heights, and the
American «κχκηλι. «kock was
little
slain.
army could not
Re-en forcement s hud been
hold out.
sent from Le wis ton to their aid, but
only l.iHXi of these would consent to
cross the border. At last Colonel Winthe
who commanded
lield
Scott,
heights, was forced to retreat. Most

f ids men were killed or captured.
Below Buffalo another expedition attempted to invade Canada, but succeeded no better than had the two

others.
So ended the first campaign of the
war of 1812 In a practically unbroken
series of disasters to our country.
But vhlle onr armies that year had
suffered universal defeat, a different
and far more glorious drama had been

enacted by

our

gallant little navy.

A Japanese Puzzle.
Ilere Is a puzzle to amuse your
Draw the figure herefriends with.
with shown on thick cardboard, cut
out the square along the dotted Unes

haciko on the heels.

at all hard. but the heel bits must Inkept in place, and it is this condition
which makes the race ditticult. The
second you lift your heels from the
there Is a great chance of your

heel bit slipping out of its position,
which disqualifies you.
V»u ire also disqualified if you let
the ball of your foot touch the ground,
a riding that will compel you to proceed slowly and with care.

TAILS OF ANIMALS.
They Enable Their Possessors

to

Turn

In the Air.
An ingenious model has been con
structed to show why a cat in falling
alights on its feet. The imi-

always

No Excu··.
Waiter (whose attention has been
called to a gross error In addition)Very sorry, sir; but, even if you hadn't
found out the mistake, the firm would
have benefited, not me.
Diner—Then
rou have no excuse!—Punch.

Right

to the Point.
"He is a man of few words."
"Ye·, and they are, 'What li there In
1
It for me 7* "—Detroit Free Ptm.

Come and see my Asters
whether you wish to buy or
not.

E. P. Crockett,
Florist.

selves in a nw. iiixl the leader of the
«aine takes his pin e liehiiul them, begluniu^ at tlie top of the row. Hi
makes some absurd jrestiire and then
asks the person behind whom lie is
standing. "'What am 1 doing';" If the
player replies incorrectly, and he gen
eraliy does, he is doomed to stand op
and Militate in slleijee the gesture he
could not guess until lie lias leave l<·
sit down.

First Aid.
"If you were called upon to deal with
α hysterical person," asked the examiner at the emergency class, "what woulu
you do?"
"I'd amputate his funny boue," said
the student with a turn for surgery
und liunmr.— Youth's Companion.

Wanted.

Mouldings stJL

&

High Grade Portrait Work
in

Sepia

and Oil

.16-8

to

Freeland Howe,

Norway,

Me.

CAN YOU SELL GOODS?
ARK

you

karhink

SS.OO

less than
PER DAY !

If so write us ami we will show you how to
earn more.
Have a business of your own; tie
your own bo»s; »n<l steadily Increase your earnings just as Ion# a* you arc willing to buttle.
NEW ENGLAND TKAUINU CO.,
Bos -IV.
South Freeport, Maine.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the Unite'! States for
In Bankruptcy.
District
of
Maine.
the
In the matter of
)
ANNIE L. HOLMES,
In
of Bucklleld, Bankrupt. )

}

Bankruptcy.

To the creditors of Annie L. Ilolmon, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice la hereby given that on the 4th (lay of
Sent., A. D. 1900, the said Annie L. Holmes was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the Unit
meeting of her creditors will lie held at the
oftlce of the Keferee, No. 8 Mfket Square, South
I'arls, on the iind day of Sept., A. D. 1909, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come liefore aald meeting.
South Parle, Sept. 4, 1909
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

said Ml ton Plantation, and bounded ami described as follow·: Easterly by Und then of E.
L. Tebbets, northerly by land formerly of L. H.
Roberts and land of L. W. Farnum, westerly by
the county road leading from Sumner to Rumfont, and aoutherly by land formerly of Freeman Chase, excepting end reserving the Rand
inlll property, so-called, being the mill and about
And whereas the condition
Ave acres of land
of said mortgage haa been broken, now, therereason
of
breach of the conditions
the
fore, by
thereof, I claim a forec'osure of aald mortgage
Dated at Purls, Maine, September 3,1909.
JENNIE M. ANDREWS.
36 8
By Jamks S. Wkioiit, her Attorney.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
has been duly appointed executor of the laat
will and testament of
HULDAH A. WHITI'EMORK, late of Dlxlleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds aa the law directe. AU persona having
demanda against the estate of aald deceased are
desired to present the earae for aettlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
LA FOREST C. WHITTEMORE.
35-7
August 17th, 1909.

PARKER'8
BAL8AM

HAIR

Clcum ftnd tx*utin«i th· hoir.
Promote· · ImurUnt growth.
Sever Tall· to Beator· Gray

*saaâa£gs ι

a

\

prepare;

Mowing Machines.

Horse Rakes,
Disc & Tooth Harrows.

Separators,
Engines, Etc.

Cream

And All Repairs for Same.

specialty.

niLLETT,

E. 0.

NEAR Ο. T. STATION.

Maine.

South Paris,

Crayon, Water color,

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

The Haine Power Co.

OF NORWAY, ME.,
MAINE.
Invites proposait* fur the completion of
at
their
race
at
the tail
power plant
Paris, Me. Bide will be opened the 20th
of thie month. Thin means the removal
125 cu. yd*, of ledge
of
and the building of about 100 nj. yds. of
wall.
Specification* can be had at the office
Portland Division.
of the Norway Λ Paris St. Ity. at Norway, Maine.
Far*· $1.'in our wtjri 9*4.OO Kouuil Τι ■
The Maine Power Co. reserve» t lie
or
all
bid*.
right to reject any
DAILY imVDIKU «rSIUAls
MAINE POWER COMPANY,
Per Η. B. Young, Supt.
Steamships "Governor Dingley" r
"Hay Slate" leave Franklin \V »rf.
Portland, week days at 7 r. m Sud
TOWN OF PARIS.
at 8 p. m., for ttoston.

NORWAY,

Eastern Steamship Gomuaoy.

approximately

TRANSPORTATION.
On

Roturulue

Ι'.Ό9, the Super
Wednesday, Sept· raberofI#!,
the town of I'm 1 e

Intendlrg School Committee
will consider I'M- fur the transportation or
iiuplls for the ensuing term or teim* In the fol

lowing districts, Kali, Holster, Wblttemore,
Mountain illetrfctM, localled.
All bids must Im In writing, scale·! anil presented to the undersigned be tore noon of aep·
tember let. 1909. The right Is reserved to reject
any or all bids. Information as to routes may
l*e had of the Superintendent of Schools.
8UPERINTENPENT OF SCHOOLS,

Leave Union Wharf, Uoston,
days and Sunday», at 7 p.m., for
land.

Freight

A

Longley,

Maine.

HEMLOCK BOARDS.
covering

Hemlock

good

boards.

Also

work horse for sale.

J.

a«;tf
Bankrupt's

Λ.

KENNEY,

South Paris.

Petition for

Discharge.

)
> In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Ho*. Ci.AKKSCK Half., Judge of the DisIn the matter of
EZRA C. STAPLES,

trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
C. STAPLES, of Peru, In the Counand State of Maine,
ty of Oxford,
In said District, respectfully represents that
on the 30th clay of December, last past, he was
•luly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
Congress relating to Hankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all his property and rights
of pro|>ertv, and has fully compiled with all the
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching bis bankruptcy.
Where'ore he prays, That be may l»e decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge froin all
debts provable agalust his estate under said
Bankruptcy Acts, except such debt· as arc
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated UiIs 5th day of August, A. D. 1909.
EZRA C. STAPLES, Bankrupt.

E7.UA

ORDER OF NOTICE
District

or

Main»:,

THEREOV.

us.

On this itth day of Aug.. A. D. 1909, on reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court. That a hear'nir be had
upon the same on the 17th day of Sept., Α. D.
1909, before said Court at Portland, In sai l District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that notlA thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time ami place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor* copies of said petition and this ordei, addressed to them at tbelr places of residence as

stated.

Witness the Hon. Clarence Hai.k, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
land, In said District, on the 28th day of Aug.,
A. D. 1909.
[L. s.J

A true copy of
Attest:

JAMES E. HEWKY, Clerk.
petition and order thereon.
JAMES E. HEWEY.Clerk.
NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
>
Lucious R. Worcisti R. I In Bankruptcy.
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Luclou* R Worcester In
the County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the '18th da) of
Aug.. A. D. 1909, the said Lucious R. Worcenter
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the llrst
meeting of his creditors will be held at the otllce
of the Referee. No. β Market Square, 8outh
Paris, on the 15th day of Sept., A. P. 1909, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
tald creditors may attend, prove their claims,
ippolnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
some before said meeting.
South Paria, August ffl. 1909.

WALTER L. GRAY,
Rater·· In Bankruptcy.

ip*1

low as other !ii;·

rates as

J. F. LISCOMH, General Aeent
Portland. Me.

Lot

new

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and eee this line. JobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

'*

«

Through ticket* on sale at prim
railroad etationa.

Kor the Town of Paris.

Capable girl or woman to ilo
L. M.
housework in small family. Good
wages and permanent position. Ap- Vorway.
ply

am

>

Farm

Full line of NEW CAR I
CARRIAGE FURNISHINGS
REPAIRS.

Mats, Mirrors

tightly streti lied wire or string, swinging its tail from side to side. Just' as .·
tight rope walker balances his pole.

What Am I Doing?
The players In this jraine seat them-

I

aget

Gasoline

and Pictures,

tail is of ι lu· greatest possible advantage to all climbers in helping them I
Il also acts as a good balancer.
turn.
You may see a squirrel walk along a

lug

Obhorne

Machinery,

Picture Frames

lemurs. The instinct is boru in
them, ai:d the art of twisting is per
formed without any conscious effort on
the part ι·Ι° the animal.
The opinion is ι liai the tail plays an
important part in the turning process.
"All tree inhabiting monkeys have
long talis." s.iys this authority, "and
there is not the slightest doubt that the

have lost their tails."

taken the

the

to furnish

most

trees

Having

for

Porter St., South Paris.

problem is given by the superintendent
of a zoological garden, who has made
several experiments. The faculty of
always falling on the feet Is one which
is especially developed, he claims, by
climbing and leaping animals, in
which category are Included all th>
cat tribe, monkeys, squirrels, rats ami

"Some years ago I had some rat
whose tails had been cut ofT. and thej
were not such good climbers a* ordi
And it is just the same
nary rats.
with monkeys those which hare not
long tails are not so good at llmbin
and cannot leap to the same extent
It Is noticeable thai
as the others.
monkeys which have given up climb

Harvesting
Hachinery.

New Greenhouse,

tation cat consists of a
inder. with four rods stuck in it follets and a tail devised on similar principles, and the object is to show that
a cat's faculty of fulliug on its feet
depends on ι lie rotation of its tail.
Some interesting information vu I his

mortgage deed dated the seventh dav of
Novtmi>er, 1899, and recorded In th<i Oxford
RegWtry of Deeds, Book -J.'· I, Page Mi, conveyed lo me, the undersigned, Jennie M. Andrews,
then of said Milton Plantation, now of Woodsork,
Maine, a certain parcel of real estate situated In

He will not find it so easy as
square
It looks.

AT THE

cardboard cyl-

Mary E. Farnum, of Milton
WHEREAS.
Plantation, Oxford < ount), Maine, by her

give the pieces to your friend to
be fitted together In the form of a

%

ground

NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE.

β ud

FLOWERS.

CUT

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Carpets

Wool
to

—

close out odd patterns an.I

c.e.ui

up stock.

Chas, F, Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,
60

YEARS*

EXPERIENCE

Patents
Design*
Copyrights Ac.

....

and.d*,c^'°.n,frrîj

Anyone iendtn« 1 «kefrh
" 1
quickly airertmn our opinion frw
ΙητβηΙΙηη II pr«.hnhlf
*
tlon»«rictly contiitentl*!. HANDBOOK
•cnl free. Oldest
J°[ •ecurin* P»»*'
Patent* taken throutrh .Munu A to. rei»i
the
ΠΉΚΓ, without cburtie, In
prrwu notite,
rpteial

MnUMU^gSSatt

w I»

llWUfc

Scientific American.

A tundiomelr lllo»tre«ed weeklf.

New D.Jorli
4 Ço
MUNN
Breach Offlce. β» V BU WMblMtoo.
t-

1804—1909

Hebron Academy.

Located in the country but baviog the
of
conveniences of the city in the way
etc.
water, electric lights, steam heat.
Modern in equipment and in method*.
Three courses, College, English, Scientific. Admit· to New England College»
on certificate. Splendid girl»' dormitory
of
provides rooms for 80 girls under rareand
Home comfort
liz lady teachers.
home supervision. New boys' dormitory
in procesa of erection will be ready for
use Nov. 1, '09.
Scholarships. Opportunities for self help.

Fall term

begins Sept.

14, '09.

For catalog and information address
the Principal,

W. E.
M

SARGENT,

HBBKO.V, MAINS

